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Logistics and transport – a conceptual model
The transport content of products
Per Homann Jespersen & Lise Drewes Nielsen
Per Homann Jespersen
This paper describes how the freight transport sector
Different factors influence the quantity of freight
is influenced by logistics principles of production and
transport – economic growth, technology,
distribution. It introduces new ways of understanding
infrastructure, organisation, etc. This paper is about
freight transport as an integrated part of the changing
methods to measure the effect on transport of such
trends of mobility. By introducing a conceptual model
factors. Indicators for transport have been developed
for understanding the interaction between logistics and
and used in empirical studies, improving our
transport, it points at ways to overcome inherent
understanding of the processes generating transport.
methodological difficulties when studying this
Results of quantitative, semi-quantitative and
relationship.
qualitative studies based on this methodology are
given.
Keywords
Keywords
transport, logistics, indicators, methodology, chain
perspective, transport growth
freight transport, driving forces, indicators, impacts,
transport growth
Fresh Salmon from Norway to Japan – A case study of a
global supply chain
Tina Petersen & Lise Drewes Nielsen
This article is a case study of a global supply chain
constructed for the purpose of bringing fresh salmon
from Norway to Japan within 36 hours. The article
will demonstrate an analytical framework developed
to analyse such a supply chain and point out the nature
of the logistics decision making involved in building it
up. At a micro level the chain is constructed from
following the logic of excellent logistics performance,
but at a macro level it is a story of a ‘crazy case’ of
flying fish.
Keywords
global supply chain, salmon, logistics decisions, crazy
supply chains
Transport logistics effects of new traffic
infrastructures – examples from the Scandinavian
Links
Leif Gjesing Hansen
This article esamines the consequences for transport
and logistics reorganisation following the
establishment of fixed links across Great Belt and
Oresund in Denmark. The greatest changes in the
organisation of transport and logistics chains have
been among transport firms, whereas firms within the
manufacturing or retailing industries have seen
limited or no change. In general, for all the types of
firms in this study, the impact from the fixed links on
location and organisation of trading links has been
rather neutral. A greater impact can be detected in the
way firms changed their management of material
flows and transport resources. Vehicle kilometres seem
to grow as a consequence of the fixed links, while more
radical changes in the logistics structures of production
and distribution systems are still absent.
Keywords
Bridges, freight transport, logistics, transport
infrastructure, firm location

Future workshops on freight transport – a methodology
for actor involvement
Lise Drewes Nielsen, Per Homann Jespersen & Katrine
Hartmann-Petersen
This paper presents results from three future
workshops in Denmark arranged by researchers at
Roskilde University in collaboration with
stakeholders from the freight transport sector. The
aim of the workshops was to overcome the limitations
of ‘desktop research’ and create visions of freight
transport based on active dialogue with stakeholders
in the sector. The paper also evaluates future
workshops as a methodology of action and dialogue.
Keywords
future workshops, scenarios, transdisciplinarity,
action research, future studies, freight transport.
A sociological perspective on supply chains – an
interview analysis
Lise Drewes Nielsen and Else Nygaard
Logistics principles of management and technology
such as Supply Chain Management have brought about
changes in transport firms, and have had consequences
for managers and employees. Supply Chain Learning is
a concept that tries to analyse these changes from a
sociological and humanistic point of view. We asked
eight logistics managers in Denmark, representing four
different chains, to evaluate the obstacles and driving
forces behind Supply Chain Learning.
Keywords
Supply Chain Learning, Denmark, Logistics,
Organisational Sociology
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This issue of World Transport Policy & Practice
to streamline their logistics (supply chain
presents recent research on freight transport by a group
management) and share the value added or the
of researchers at FLUX – Centre for Transport Research
reduced costs.
at Roskilde University, Denmark.
On the macro level we have societal goals of
Freight transport is a growing concern.
balanced growth. Transport, of course, is a very
Globalisation implies more freight transport, and more
important factor in this, accounting for a lot of
freight transport might imply problems of congestion,
investment and regulation. In some cases transport
health, environment, resource depletion, climate
policies are being broken down into sectoral or regional
change and so on.
policies, and are thus moving down to the meso level –
initiatives on city logistics might be a good example of
Parallel to attempts of energy policies and
such a ‘meso policy’. But, in general, the gap between
dematerialisation strategies, the European Union has
the micro approach and the macro approach is great.
put the decoupling of transport from the economy at
the top of the agenda. Whether this is a wise strategy
This is a policy problem. We do not have a proper
can be questioned. Some argue that transport in itself is
knowledge of what are the costs and benefits (in broad
not a limited resource, so the focus should be more on
terms) of a development at present, as tonnethe decoupling of the externalities of transport. Others
kilometres in Europe surpass the economy by roughly
see the wide range of potential harmful effects of
1% per annum. We lack accurate understandings of how
transport and thus find it well argued to aim at
different policies will influence the economic
reducing transport itself.
efficiency of companies. We need to know more about
who could be the actors of change if freight transport
But this is not really the big question. We know a
problems are to be controlled.
lot about the flows of energy and materials and we
have theories and methods to study those we do not
From a research viewpoint this is a challenge that
know. But when it comes to freight transport, we
has been the guiding star for the papers published
actually have a rather limited understanding of how
here.
it is generated and what effects it has on a large scale.
In methodology textbooks the role of social science
An EU study (TRILOG, 1999) illustrated this lack of
is often described as fourfold:
knowledge (Figure 1).
• to understand,
On the micro level we have businesses demanding
• to explain,
transport in order to have cheap raw materials and to
• to predict, and
be able to sell their products in the most lucrative
• to change.
markets. In some cases companies collaborate in order
Figure 1. Migration towards Supply Chain focus
Macro

Traditional macro

Welfare maximisation:

Level

level goals

Long term focus on sustainability and growth

Decomposition

Meso

Geographical or

Welfare optimisation:

industry goals

Sector focus on short terms

Level

(under condition of subsidiarity)
Usually no linkage

Supply chain goals

Supply chain optimisation:
(under condition of win-win)

Combination of company goals
Micro

Traditional micro

Profit maximisation:

Level

level goals

Short term focus on shareholder value maximisation

Source: TRILOG (1999) ‘TRILOG – End Report’, TNO, The Netherlands. p. 115. http://www.inro.tno.nl/trilog/
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All four kinds of research are represented here.
In ‘Future workshops on freight transport – a
Understanding, meaning to develop concepts,
methodology for actor involvement’, the two
taxonomies, etc., enabling a communication on the
remaining roles of social science – predicting and
subject is certainly in focus in the paper ‘Logistics and
changing – are prominent. The paper describes a
transport – a conceptual model’, where the connections
method for transgressing theory and practice by letting
between ‘what is happening in companies’ and ‘what
actors’ knowledge form the basis for development of
is happening in the transport system’ is scrutinised,
strategies and action.
and some initial steps in setting up some cause and
Finally, in ‘A sociological perspective on supply
effect relationships – explaining – are taken.
chains – an interview analysis’, a concept of supply
This conceptualisation very much functions as a
chain learning is used as the framework for analysing
methodological framework for the following papers.
possibilities and obstacles for developing shared
In the article ‘Fresh salmon from Norway to Japan – a
knowledge throughout the supply chain.
case study of a global supply chain’, it is used as a tool
This collection of papers describes various ways of
to decompose a ‘crazy case’ – a relatively low cost
working with freight transport, throwing light at the
product being flown almost half the way around the
sector from different angles. We hope that this
world.
presentation can give the readers some new insight into
In ‘The transport logistics effects of new
the subject, and some inspiration for future work in this
infrastructure – examples from the Scandinavian
area.
Links’, the question of the relationship between
Per Homann Jespersen
logistics and transport is turned around. Now the focus
Guest editor
is on how new transport opportunities – the two newly
FLUX – Centre for Transport Research
constructed bridges linking Denmark to Sweden –
Roskilde University
actually influence logistics.
In ‘The transport content of products’, the
methodology is further developed to include actual
measures of transport that are more analytically
relevant than the usual kilometres and tonnekilometres. Using these concepts the ‘faster-than-theeconomy’ growth of freight transport might be
explained by trends in logistics.

http://www.flux.teksam.ruc.dk/
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Abstract
rarely considered more than a derived service or a
necessary means for binding the logistic chain’s various
This paper describes how the freight transport
actors and facilities together. There is a serious lack of
sector is influenced by logistics principles of production
knowledge as to what are the consequences of different
and distribution. It introduces new ways of
logistics concepts in terms of transport. In continuation
understanding freight transport as an integrated part
of this we lack methods for measuring and generating
of the changing trends of mobility. By introducing a
these data. This article presents an analytical
conceptual model for understanding the interaction
framework to describe relations and consequences in the
between logistics and transport, it points at ways to
area between transport and logistics.
overcome inherent methodological difficulties when
studying this relationship.
Logistics principles and transport
Keywords
transport, logistics, indicators, methodology, chain
perspective, transport growth
Background and aim
Within the last few decades the structure of freight
transport in Europe has changed in several ways, the
most important being the shift towards road transport
and the growth in logistics reach (distance). This is of
major concern, and the European Union has called for
strategies to decouple transport growth from economic
growth, because of the wide range of potential harmful
effects of transport. (CEC, 2001). Thus, there is a need
to know how different developments and decisions
influence freight transport and its effects –
schematically shown in Figure 1.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a
methodology for analysing change in freight transport
patterns, and more specifically how the freight
transport sector is influenced by logistics principles of
production and distribution. The article will introduce
new ways of understanding freight transport as an
integrated part of the changing trends of mobility.
This is associated with methodological
difficulties, as logistics thinking tends to neglect
transport. From a logistics point of view, transport is
Figure 1. Cause–effect relationships
Causes
examples
Organisation of
production
Infrastructure
Consumption
patterns

Effect
Patterns
of freight
transport

Impacts
examples
Air pollution
Noise
Carbon dioxide
Accidents
Congestion
Economy

Modern society is characterised by the compression
of time and space (Harvey, 1990), a development due
to the advances in communication and information
technology networks, as well as the development of
transport networks. Communication and transport
networks can be regarded as the carriers, in both
literal and symbolic sense, of new systems of industrial
and spatial organisation.
New logistics principles and philosophies, such as
just-in-time (JIT) or postponement (the delay of the
final configuration and assembly of a product until the
demand is known), play a major role in this
development. The dependence of logistics on efficient
and well organised transport infrastructure and
technology is well known and well documented. The
implications of logistics for transport are, however,
much less researched, even though there has been a
growing interest for external logistics of firms
embedded in networks or supply chains (Cooper, Black,
& Peters, 1994; ECMT, 1995; McKinnon, 1997). Thereby
the demand for specific qualities of transport to a
larger degree is included in recent research concerning
logistics in the industry, which gives support to a new
perspective termed transport logistics (Drewes Nielsen
et al., 1999; Wandel & Ruijgrok, 1993).
Changes in logistics are established through a
number of new principles for organising the flow of
goods as a response to the demands from the market
and they often reflect new management philosophies.
New principles emerge in a steady flow, some having a
more permanent impact while others become obsolete
and are phased out.
Simple relationships between logistics principles
and transport growth are, however, difficult to verify
both theoretically and empirically (Cooper, Black, &
Peters 1998; McKinnon 1998).
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Therefore intermediate categories have been
The case studies of transport need to reflect these
developed in an attempt to ‘translate’ logistics
patterns of relations between the structure and actors of
principles into transport related concepts (Jespersen et
production, distribution, transport and logistics. The
al., 2003):
deconstruction of chain relations between structure and
actor is a challenge of the design of the analytical
• distance – how far
approach and the case studies.
• speed – for how long
Theoretical framework
• frequency – how often
A direct empirical approach trying to establish a
• precision – when
correlation
between different types of logistics
To the extent that logistics principles can be
organisation
and transport is difficult for a number of
described by these categories, the consequences for
reasons:
transport can be proposed and empirically
• Logistics organisation is not the only dominant
investigated. The four dimensions can be related to
explanatory variable – other factors connected to
some essential characteristics related to modern
the realisation of a logistics organisation might
principles of production and distribution and to
also have explanatory value which cannot be
characteristics related to tendencies in the postignored. For example, it can be difficult to tell
modern society. Three main characteristics are closely
whether the cause of the change is related to
related to the understanding of mobility and transport.
logistics organisation or to changes in markets
• Space compression. Shrinking the world as a result
• Logistics organisation and logistics principles are
of the development in transport and technology is
not well defined. If a company states that it is
an expression of space compression (Harvey, 1990)
organised along the principles of JIT, this can mean
• Time compression follows the space. It is possible to
very different things; it may be a characterisation
extend activities in time and space. It influences the
of the production and distribution system or a part
wishes of realising the possibility, to reach more
of it or it may be a process the company is
within specific times. The concept of mobility often
undergoing
includes the concept of the potential mobility
• The knowledge looked for is generally distributed
besides the real (Gudmundsson, 2000). But time
between persons in different departments and at
compression also relates to changes in the
different levels. This might be the reason why
characteristics of time. Urry describes the changes
surveys about logistics and transport often are
from clock time (scheduled time) to instantaneous
flawed by very poor response rates.
time (Urry, 2000).
In order to overcome some of these obstacles and get
• Flow society. Flows create the dynamics of the
a more analytical understanding of the relationship
development in production and distribution. They
between logistics organisation and transport we have
are developed through information technology and
developed a theoretical framework, and some methods
expand worldwide (Castells, 1997).
supporting both qualitative and quantitative
These three characteristics of the late modern
approaches.
society have relations to mobility and transport,
The framework is illustrated in Figure 2. A change
which are transformed in the four concepts of distance,
in the conditions for logistics (induced by e.g. a new
speed, frequency and precision. The use of these four
production philosophy, a merger between companies or
concepts seems to include potentials for relating
some new infrastructure) will cause an actor or actors to
logistics principles with more general trends.
change the organisation of transport logistics which in
The freight transport sector is not unaffected by the
turn will show a change in the key indicators for
changes in time- and space compression and the
transport logistics: distance, speed, frequency and
development of the network economy. The principles of
precision. These indicators of transport logistics will
logistics might be defined as tools of time- and space
have an influence on transport, here measured as
compression and of building up networks.
transport indicators. And transport again will have
The studies of the transport industry from these
impacts on environment, health, congestion, etc.
perspectives also implement knowledge of time, space,
Essential in this approach are the two sets of
and flow compression to other fields of research of the
indicators;
on one side the independent variables,
late modern society. The transport flow opens up the
which
describe
the aspects of the change in logistics
knowledge of territorial and specific time-induced
organisation with relevance to transport, on the other
changes in the systems of production. These
side the dependent variables describing the actual
perspectives can induce changes in understanding the
transport. Both sets of variables can be determined as
conditions of accumulation in the late modern society
qualitative or quantitative variables, depending on
when studies have foci other than transport.
the circumstances and the aim of the study.
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Figure 2. Analytical approach
Driving forces
e.g.

Logistics organisation
-- Actors

Transport
logistics

Transport
indicators

Societal
impacts

Organisation of

Logistic structure

Distance

Transport mode

Environment

production

Pattern of trading links

Speed

Transport content

Economy

Infrastructure

Scheduling of product flow

Frequency

Transport distance

Accidents

Consumption patterns

Management of transport resources

Precision

Transport efficiency

Congestion

Figure 2 illustrates a one-way cause and effect
relationship, changes in logistics organisation, and
explains the pattern of transport. This is not a full
description of reality, but an analytical simplification
in order to be able to handle the investigation. In real
life there are several feedback loops which would be
indicated by reverse arrows. For example, increased
logistics reach can introduce a logistics reorganisation
which then is the effect. Also, the problems caused by
transport, such as congestion, pollution or accidents
might cause government intervention giving new
conditions for transport and inducing new logistics
regimes.
However, these feedback mechanisms are slow in
comparison to the cause-effect relations shown in
Figure 2 and, having in mind that the understanding in
the figure has its limitations, we think that our
approach is acceptable.
Change in transport logistics
Decisions in logistics can be manifold – from
corporate management’s decisions to open or close down
production facilities, to the truck driver deciding
which way to drive his lorry. McKinnon (1998)
proposes an analytical framework to differentiate
between different levels of decision making within the
field of logistics.
1. Logistics structures: i.e. numbers, locations and
capacity of factories, warehouses and terminals.
2. Pattern of trading links: created by commercial
decisions on sourcing, sub-contracting and
distribution, and manifest as a freight network
linking a company’s premises to those of its trading
partners.
3. Scheduling of product flow: the programming of
production and distribution operations translate
trading relationships into discrete freight flows.
Adherence to a JIT regime, for example, usually
requires frequent delivery of small orders.
4. Management of transport resources: within the
framework defined by decisions at the previous
three levels, transport managers still have
discretion over the use of transport resources.
In a physical, time-spatial expression, the logistics
structure determines the points in space and the
patterns of trading links, which pairs of points in

space are connected and in which direction. So, at
levels 1 and 2 focus is on space and on total volume.
Time is of concern at levels 3 and 4, scheduling of
product flow and management of transport resources. At
level 3, the decisions on the distribution over time of
the volumes are taken, and at level 4 the distinct
transport modes are determined.
So, level 1 and 2 are mainly determining the number
of tonne-kilometres, whereas at level 3 and 4 the
decisions influencing the number of road vehicle
kilometres are taken.
The different levels of decision form a hierarchy
(McKinnon & Woodburn, 1996), i.e. the decisions at one
level establish the framework for decisions on the
subsequent levels. This is surely a valid description of
most industrial branches, but for many of the branches
in the new economy the hierarchy seems to be toppled.
For example, companies heavily dependent on JIT
(such as the computer industry) scheduling of product
flow seems to be the uppermost layer in the hierarchy.
And for some types of business-to-consumer e-trades,
management of transport resources is crucial to the
success of the firm, and must thus be regarded as top of
the hierarchy. This might be a core in the
understanding of the present revolution in logistics
(Drewes Nielsen & Jespersen, 2001).
McKinnon has together with others (TNO, 1999)
added another level of decisions, the product design.
Decisions on product design influence transport through
e.g. the complexity of the product and how it is
packaged.
Indicators of transport logistics
As discussed above, concepts of logistic organisation
does not ‘translate’ purely into consequences for
transport. Thus, we have tried to find some
intermediate categories, which at one time describe
the essence of logistics organisation and have a more
precise definition in order to function as ‘independent
variables’ when looking for effect on transport. These
key concepts are
• distance
• speed
• frequency
• precision
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Table 1. A hypothetical relationship between McKinnon’s four level logistics hierarchy
and our indicators of transport logistics.
Time/space

Distance

Speed

Frequency

Precision

Logistic structure

++

-

-

-

Pattern of trading links

++

-

-

-

Scheduling of product flow

+

++

++

++

Management of transport resources

+

+

+

+

Logistics decision making (McKinnon)

(++ strong relationship, + relationship, - none or weak relationship)

Distance is describing the change in the spatial
configuration of supply, production, distribution and
market. The concept of speed is explaining the
requirement for (quicker) action in the supply and
demand chain – shorter lead times. Frequency is the
variable describing demands on distribution delivery
rate and lot sizes. And precision is the variable
expressing the claim for delivering goods at specific
hours or time windows.
Table 1 is an attempt to set up a hypothesis
concerning the relationship between McKinnon’s four
level logistics hierarchy and our indicators of
transport logistics.
Decisions at the two highest levels primarily
influence the distance of transport. At the third level
the decisions mainly influence speed, frequency and
precision. The management of transport resources
(level four) influences all four variables.
Indicators of transport
Looking at transport, we need indicators to show
the impacts of changes in logistics organisation.
Transport is measured in many different ways
depending on the purpose. In this context we are
interested in relatively simple indicators, functioning
both as dependent variables in our study, showing
essential developments in transport and being strongly
correlated to environmental and other societal
impacts.
We have chosen four indicators meeting these
criteria:
• transport mode
• transport content
• transport distance
• transport efficiency
If the change in logistics organisation in the study
involves change of transport mode, e.g. from lorry to
combined rail and lorry transport this of course will
influence environmental impacts, then transport mode
will be at the core of the analysis.
The other three indicators refer to specific
transport modes.

The transport content of a given transport is the
ratio between the average length of haul and the
average payload, and thus is measured in kilometres
per tonne. The transport content of a product is the
weighted sum of the transport content of all individual
transports used in the process of manufacturing. By
using this procedure (Böge, 1995) has computed, that a
150 g pot of strawberry yoghurt sold in Germany has
travelled 9.2 meters, giving it a transport content of 61
kilometres per tonne.
The transport content can be used to compare
different transport modes and highlight the critical
transport modes in a supply chain. Tracking the
development of a product’s transport content can
exhibit a historical development in logistics.
An increase in transport content can be due to an
increased logistics reach, i.e. sourcing and marketing in
a wider area. It can, however, also be a consequence of
the less efficient organisation of transport.
As an indicator for logistics reach, transport
distance (the average length of haul) can be used and
computed as the ratio between tonne-kilometres and
the payload. As an indicator for logistics efficiency,
transport efficiency (the average payload) can be
computed as the ratio between the tonne-kilometres
and the vehicle kilometres.
Each of these indicators can be used in smaller or
larger parts of the supply chain depending on the scope
of the actual study. The data for the indicators can
also be collected with a more or less degree of accuracy
according to purpose.
In comparison with more commonly used indicators
such as vehicle kilometres and tonne-kilometres, these
indicators relate transport to a specific product or
production (transport content) and give the possibility
to distinguish between two aspects of growth in
transport, logistics reach (transport distance) and
logistics efficiency (transport efficiency).
This issue is treated in more detail in the article
‘The transport content of products’ in this issue.
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Impacts of transport
flow. The purpose of this is to determine how goods
move around in the logistics system. More specifically
Transport fulfils a basic need of society. But
this level deals with how goods move between the
transport also has negative societal impacts on (e.g.)
locations marked on the map as well as how much,
the environment, health, and other road users. Several
how often and how quickly they move. This is where
of these impacts – e.g. carbon dioxide, pollution and
the four transport logistics indicators (distance, speed,
accidents – are closely related to the two transport
frequency and precision) are brought into play as a
indicators, Transport mode and Transport distance. It
means of uncovering the transport related consequences
will thus be possible to make rough estimates of the
of logistics decision making. However, the transport
impacts of transport by using these indicators and data
logistics indicators are rather complex concepts. As
on per kilometre load of different transport modes, the
such they act as hidden variables that must be
information being available from several sources
uncovered through a number of clear variables that are
(OECD, 1999; US–EPA, 1999; EEA, 2002).
real and relevant for throwing light on the influence of
Construction of a themed interview guide
logistics decision making on transport.
It should now be clear that this paper advocates a
The fourth and last level management of transport
mixed qualitative/quantitative approach to studying
resources looks at the utilisation of transport resources
the driving forces of freight transport growth. Thus, in
with the purpose of revealing how and where the
order to apply the conceptual model outlined in this
actual transport is organised. As such this level is
paper, a themed interview guide was composed where
subordinate to the previous three levels where the
McKinnon’s four levels of logistics decision making acts
conditions for actors and decision makers on this level
as the overall structure with the transport logistics
are laid out. This is where quantitative data on
indicators as subcategories. Data are to be collected
utilisation of capacity and haulage are collected as
through qualitative interviews complemented by
well as strategic data about transport.
quantitative data.
Finding key personnel capable of drawing up the
It must, however, be stressed that the interviews
company’s logistics structure as well as the planning
must not be too restricted by the interview guide. To
and utilisation of transport resources is crucial in order
help eliminate false conclusions the interviews have
to get the necessary data for the analysis. Exactly
to be open towards finding other types of cause-effect
where to find knowledge of logistics and transport in a
relationships than described in the theoretical
given organisation very much depends on the size and
framework.
structure of the individual company. The bigger the
The first level in McKinnon’s hierarchy of logistics
organisation, the more specialised the personnel.
decision making uncovers the logistics structure of the
Summary and perspectives
system. The objective is to obtain a geographical
This paper has presented a perspective of
overview of both the location of the company’s own
analysing
transport in a logistics chain perspective.
facilities as well as those of suppliers and customers.
Within logistics transport is often regarded as an
For this purpose the interviewee was simply requested
integrated part of the supply and demand chains.
to mark the locations on a map, which proved to be an
Transport is seen as a necessary precondition of
excellent way of visualising the logistics structures and
economic growth and of extended logistics reach and
the way in which transport corridors and their
transport is seen as a necessary and inevitable
bottlenecks influence these structures. As a visual
consequence of development. But the relationship
description is a lot easier to relate to for both
between transport and economic growth is somehow
interviewee and interviewer this brought about a
mediated by the restructuring of production and
fruitful discussion with regards to the logistics
distribution (logistics systems).
structures surrounding the company.
‘Earlier research has indicated that the amounts of
The pattern of trading links aims to uncover the
lorry traffic is influenced much more by the
complexity of the logistics system. This is where
restructuring of companies’ production and
business decisions on sourcing, procurement and
distribution systems than by changes in the
distribution are surfaced in order to uncover the
physical mass of goods in the economy or in the
company’s external relations. Drawing up the external
allocation of freight between transport modes’.
relations often reveals complicated structures that
(McKinnon, 1998)
together with the nature of these relations may
explain the layout of the logistics system. Also in this
The growth in transport and the organisation of
stage of the interview the map visualising the
transport towards road haulage has also introduced an
locations and the web of relations proved valuable as a
environmental aspect on transport. This raises some
means of support for the interviewee’s statements.
questions:
McKinnon’s third level is scheduling of product
Is it possible to divert transport into more
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environmentally friendly directions, to create
Copenhagen.
sustainable transport solutions or even to create
Harvey, D. (1990) The Condition of Postmodernity
sustainable supply and demand chains?
Blackwell, Oxford.
Jespersen, P.H., Drewes Nielsen, L., Petersen, T. &
Will it be possible to diminish the growth of
Holm-Petersen, M. (2003): Udviklingen i produktionstransport without conflicting with welfare goals on
og distributionsformer og deres indvirkning på
the macro level and thereby decouple transport and
godstransporten (The development of production and
economic growth as was the case in the 1970s in the
distribution and implications for freight transport).
energy sector?
Report no. 9 from the Danish EPA.
These questions, however, require some new answers
http://www.mst.dk/udgiv/Publikationer/2003/87to be given, which means creating new knowledge
7972-482-5/pdf/87-7972-483-3.pdf
around transport and its integration in the processes of
McKinnon, A. C. (1997) ‘Logistics, Peripherality and
production, distribution and logistics. This paper has
Manufacturing Competitiveness’ in Fynes, B. & Ennis,
tried to move the first steps in that direction by
S. (eds.) The Competing from the Periphery Dreyden
presenting some frameworks of analysing the multiple
Press, London.
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Abstract
ferry port with connections to Denmark.
This article is a case study of a global supply chain
• From Norway the salmon is transported to northern
constructed for the purpose of bringing fresh salmon
Denmark by ferry on a four to seven hour journey
from Norway to Japan within 36 hours. The article
depending on the choice of ferry route. Upon arrival
will demonstrate an analytical framework developed
in northern Denmark the salmon continues its
to analyse such a supply chain and point out the nature
journey by truck to the Billund Cargo Center.
of the logistics decision making involved in building it
• On arrival at the Billund Cargo Center the entire
up. At a micro level the chain is constructed from
truck is driven into an 800m2 cold storage warehouse
following the logic of excellent logistics performance,
where the salmon is reloaded onto airfreight
but at a macro level it is a story of a ‘crazy case’ of
pallets in an unbroken cold storage chain. It takes
flying fish.
two hours to process 20 tonnes of salmon.
Subsequently the airfreight pallets are transported
Keywords
by truck to Frankfurt or Paris Airports for the
global supply chain, salmon, logistics decisions, crazy
morning flight to Japan.
supply chains
• On arrival in Osaka on the following day the wet
Introduction
ice in the Styrofoam boxes is replaced and the
This article focuses on a specific supply chain that
salmon is distributed to fish markets and
brings fresh salmon from Norway to Japan within 36
wholesalers.
hours. The salmon supply chain brings fresh salmon
In terms of decision-making it is the freight
across the globe by the use of different means of
forwarder in Norway that has the responsibility of
transport – truck, ship and aeroplane. The supply
getting the fresh fish to Japan in time. It is the freight
chain stretches from southern Norway to Osaka in
forwarder that decides that the salmon must be
Japan with stops in Denmark and Germany or France en
transported by air. The freight forwarder enters an
route.
agreement with Lufthansa or Air France for
Within the field of transport research we have
transporting the salmon. The freight forwarder holds
only few analyses of the relation between logistics
the responsibility for the fish from Norway until it
decisions and the generation of transport. For that
reaches Billund Cargo Center. At Billund Cargo Center
reason transport researchers at FLUX have developed
the airline takes responsibility for the cargo’s arrival
an analytical framework for studying the connections
on time. It is the airline’s decision to pass the fish
between logistics and transport. This article is a
through Billund Cargo Center. Billund Cargo Center is
presentation of the analytical framework in use on the
merely a logistics service provider providing a wide
salmon case.
array of services to different airlines. For Lufthansa
and Air France Billund Cargo Center is adept in
The salmon’s journey
ensuring fast and reliable handling of fish. It is the
From Norway to the Billund Cargo Center in
airlines’ decision to transport the salmon by truck to
Denmark, the salmon travels on average 12 hours by
Frankfurt or Paris. Lots of air cargo is transported by
truck and ship. From Billund to Frankfurt or Paris the
road in order to consolidate freight and keep costs
reloading and trucking takes another 12 hours. The
down.
flight from Frankfurt to Osaka is a 12-hour journey.
The break even point for when it is feasible to start
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the salmon’s journey.
a
direct
route and shave off 12 hours transport from
• The fresh salmon is cleaned, filleted and packed on
Billund
Cargo Center to the Far East could be reached
wet ice in an abattoir in either southern or western
in the not so distant future. Increasing congestion on
Norway. Fresh salmon from several ports in south
European motorways in combination with increased
and west Norway is consolidated in a fresh fish
levels of road taxes add to the cost and risk of trucking
terminal from where it is transported by truck to a
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Figure 1. A schematic representation of the journey of the flying fish
Kristianssand/Stord
• Wholesaler ships salmon off to North Denmark
• The West coast of Norway (Bergen, Kr.sand, Stavanger) is well located in relation to Billund

Ferry/Truck

Hirtshals/Hanstholm
• Salmon arrives in Denmark and is trucked to Billund Cargo Center

Truck

12 hours

Billund Cargo Center
• Truck drives into cold storage warehouse – important for unbroken cold storage chain
• Salmon is unloaded and palleted on airfreight pallets (3*2 m)
• Pallets are weighted and tagged in accordance with Lufthansa and Air France standards
• It takes two hours to process 20 tonnes of salmon
• Security – i.e.quality check, customs clearance
• Billund is certified to Lufthansa and Air France standards. Working with airlines’ standards means
that the pallets can be loaded directly onto the aircraft without further handling in Frankfurt and Paris
Truck

24 hours

Frankfurt or Paris
• The salmon is reloaded from truck to aircraft
• Salmon is heavy cargo per volume and should be combined with lighter cargo for optimal
utilisation of aircraft’s cargo capacity. Typically, it is packed beside cut flowers

Aeroplane

36 hours

Japan
• In Osaka the ice is replaced and the salmon distributed

fresh fish. Moreover Billund Cargo Center’s location
allows distribution of imported goods within a
competitive cost and time frame that cannot be
matched from Norway for geographical reasons. If the
balance between imports and exports to the Far East is
right a direct route can be opened.
Due to its luxury food status, salmon exports are
very sensitive to structural factors such as economic
conditions. Also other factors can affect salmon
exports. When an American professor in December 2003
claimed that European farmed salmon was a health
risk due to high contents of heavy metals, exports
decreased (Billund Cargo Center, 2004). For Billund
Cargo Center that means less activity as regards
handling of salmon, but with the recent outbreak of
bird flu in Asia and the Far East and the resulting
import bans there is bound to be an increase in exports
of fresh foods from Europe.

Norwegian Salmon
During the last fifteen years Norwegian salmon
farming has developed into an important industry and
export market. The number of fish farms has increased
and the quantity of fish produced has increased
significantly. The Norwegian salmon industry is very
much an export-led business with big export revenues.
Markets in the EU, USA and Asia take increasing
amounts of Norwegian farmed salmon and the increase
is expected to continue.
A number of geographical conditions make Norway
particularly suitable for fish farming. Norway has a
long coastline, a cool climate and the Gulf Stream
limits the difference between summer and winter
temperatures. Moreover, fishing has historically been
an important source of income for the Norwegians
(Reve & Jakobsen, 2002).
Unlike the rest of Norwegian industry which is
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Figure 2. Analytical framework
Time/space factors

Distance

Speed

Frequency Point in time

Logistical decision making (McKinnon)
Logistic structure
Pattern of trading links
Scheduling of product flow
Management of transport resources
(++ strong relationship, + relationship, - none or weak relationship)

located mostly around the capital Oslo, the fish
industry is distinctly decentralised. The fish industry
therefore holds an important regional economic
significance as it secures jobs in remote and
economically hard-pressed regions. In 1999 farmed
salmon constituted the largest share of the Norwegian
fish industry, not in volume, but due to the relatively
high price it commands; salmon alone constituted
approximately 46% of the total value of fish produced
by the Norwegian fish industry.
In 2000 export of fish produce amounted to 6% of the
total exports from Norway. Apart from oil and gas the
export of fish was, along with the export of metals,
the largest Norwegian export. In 2000 the total export
of fish produce amounted to 2.1 million tonnes, the
equivalent of NKR 31.4 billion (Norske
fiskeopdretters forening). The Norwegian salmon
export has increased significantly since the mid-1980s
showing annual growth rates averaging 10% through
the 1990s. Annual growth rates between eight and ten
percent are expected during the next 30 years. This is
under the assumption of large investments in research
to support the industry and that fish farming is made a
prioritised national effort by the government.
The biggest market for Norwegian salmon is the
EU. The most important market outside of the EU is
Japan, which represented 11% of the Norwegian
export of farmed salmon and trout in 2000. In the future
the Norwegian fish farming industry will concentrate
on exports to Japan, the US and new markets in Asia
and Eastern Europe. One of the new markets that is
interesting for the industry is Korea. Korea is a fast
growing market that shows a development similar to
that of Japan 10-15 years ago. It is expected that
exports of raw salmon and trout for sushi and sashimi
will increase (EFF, nyhetsarkiv, 2001).

the supply chain’s layout, both geographically and
organisationally. In conducting the analysis, it is
important to appoint a company as the focal company
of the supply chain. The focal company is an important
analytical unit that is necessary in order to limit the
scope of the analytical unravelling of the supply chain
both upstream and downstream. In the salmon case we
appointed Billund Cargo Center in Denmark as the
focal company of the supply chain and did not
experience problems despite its operative role as a
service provider to the much larger Lufthansa which
made the strategic decisions on how to get the salmon
to Japan. This was purely for practical reasons and it
worked very well.
For the salmon case an interview guide for
qualitative interviews was designed following the
structure of the matrix in Figure 2. In order to get the
data necessary for the analysis, finding key personnel
capable of drawing up the company’s logistic structure
as well as the planning and utilisation of transport
resources is crucial for the outcome of the analysis;
exactly where to find knowledge of logistics and
transport in the organisations throughout the supply
chain very much depends on the size and structure of
the individual companies. The bigger the organisation
the more specialised the personnel. In terms of
gathering data and information from the individual
actors in the chain, the importance of finding the right
interviewee is crucial. Also the interviewee’s
willingness to refer to colleagues both upstream and
downstream in the supply chain is very important as
this both eases the way into the organisation and
ensures the presence of the knowledge sought (Petersen,
2001). The geographical span of the salmon case
proved to be the most significant obstacle in collecting
data.

Analytical framework
The analytical framework in Figure 2 is used as a
tool to deconstruct the supply chain. The framework is
based on FLUX’s work with a conceptual model,
described in other articles in this issue.
When applying the analytical framework to
profile a given supply chain it must be unravelled from
one end to the other to get an accurate representation of

Logistics and transport of the travelling Salmon
Having appointed Billund Cargo Center as the
focal company of the analysis, the supply chain was
unravelled upstream and downstream from Billund.
The case study was limited to deal with fresh salmon
packed on wet ice in Styrofoam boxes. Once the salmon
left the abattoir in Norway it underwent no further
processing. Moreover, the case study was limited to be
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Figure 3. Profile of fresh salmon supply chain
Time/space factors

Distance

Speed

Frequency Point in time

Logistic structure

++

++

-

++

Pattern of trading links

++

++

-

++

Scheduling of product flow

+

++

-

++

Management of transport resources

+

+

-

++

Logistical decision making (McKinnon)

(++ strong relationship, + relationship, - none or weak relationship)

concerned with salmon passing through Billund Cargo
Center only.
Although we wanted to test if our framework was
useful for analyses of relations between logistics
decisions and transport, we also wanted to pose some
guiding questions for the specific salmon case: Why is
fresh salmon from Southern Norway to Osaka in Japan
transported through Denmark and Germany or France
by truck and not by flight direct from Oslo to Osaka?
Who are the main actors responsible for building up
this logistics chain? What are the main driving forces
behind the chain? What kind of logistics decisions are
most important?
The shelf life of fresh salmon applies a time
constraint on the supply chain. In light of this, would
not direct shipment from Norway to Japan be a more
sensible alternative than the current practice? In
addition the supply chain is characterised by use of
combined transport as the salmon is transported by
road, sea and air, which means loading and reloading
the fish several times.
The analysis provided us with a profile of the
impact of logistics structure on the generation of
transport for this particular supply chain.
As Figure 3 shows frequency is of little importance
in the case study. Under normal circumstances 20 tonnes
is handled once a week. Therefore frequency is only
weakly related to decisions on logistics structure. In
the following analysis, positive connections between
logistics decision-making and the three time-space
dimensions will be described.
Logistics structure: competence and speed
The purpose of this level is to obtain a
geographical overview of the supply chain. This is
where the location of the supply chain facilities and
activities are mapped. It seeks to answer questions on
the geographical layout of the supply chain
Distance
From Billund, the whole of Denmark including all
ferry services to Norway, Sweden and Germany can be
reached within four hours by truck. Within 24 hours a
truck from Billund can reach as far as Vilnius to the
east, Vienna and Bern to the south, Dublin and

Glasgow in the western direction and Helsinki to the
north. Hence Billund is geographically well placed in
relation to both Norway and central European Airports
in this case Frankfurt and Paris. Therefore distance is
strongly related to decisions on logistics structure.
Speed
In Billund Cargo Center it takes just two hours to
reload 20 tonnes of salmon which is very important in
order to truck the cargo to Frankfurt or Paris. Billund
Cargo Center acts as a satellite hub for Lufthansa’s
and Air France’s transport of salmon from Norway to
Japan. The Center works with the quality standards of
airlines and is certified to load and weigh airfreight
pallets for Lufthansa and Air France aircraft. The
Center receives information electronically on the
destination of the individual pallets on the aircraft
and accordingly packs them to shape. This means that
an airfreight pallet that has been packed, weighed
and sealed in Billund Cargo Center can be loaded
directly on to a Lufthansa or Air France aircraft
without additional handling as it is already
registered in the airline’s system. This is an advantage
for the airlines as the major European airports for air
cargo suffer from ever increasing congestion and as a
consequence do not have sufficient space for loading
and weighing pallets. For a perishable product such as
fresh salmon, fast and reliable handling is essential so
as not to risk missing a flight due to congestion
problems. Speed is therefore strongly related to the
logistics structure as the choice of Billund Cargo Center
ensures access to fast and reliable handling skills that
bypass the congested handling facilities in Frankfurt
and Paris.
Point in time
The geographical location of Billund Cargo Center
allows for the salmon to go on the morning flight to
Japan from Frankfurt or Paris less than 24 hours after
the salmon has left the abattoir in Norway. Given the
salmon’s keeping qualities it is very important that it
gets to Frankfurt or Paris on time. The flight will not
wait. If the fish does not arrive on time it must be
destroyed, which is another cost on top of the loss of
the value of the load. The time of the flight’s
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departure in conjunction with the perishable
the airlines so that the salmon can be boarded
properties of the fish induces a time constraint
directly. Additionally, Billund Cargo Center is a
upstream in the supply chain. Point in time therefore
certified EU border control post with customs,
has a strong relation to logistics decisions regarding
veterinary and fisheries control facilities which
logistics structure.
means that salmon leaving the EU is cleared for
customs in Billund. This serves to increase the speed of
Pattern of trading links: chain complexity
the handling that is essential for forwarding the
The purpose of this level is to obtain a picture of
salmon to Frankfurt and Paris. Therefore, speed has a
the complexity of the logistics system. It is the
strong relation to logistics decisions regarding pattern
relation between the actors of the supply chain that
of trading links, i.e. Lufthansa and Air France
are investigated as it is often the nature of interengaging in a close collaboration with Billund Cargo
organisational relations that can explain the pattern
Center using it as a satellite hub to Frankfurt and Paris
of trading links.
Airports.
Distance
Point in time
This is where we find the answer to our initial
The time of departure for the flight to Japan sets a
question on why the salmon is not flown directly from
strong impact upstream. Hence point in time has a
Norway to Japan. The answer is relatively simple.
strong relation to logistics decisions regarding pattern
Flying salmon directly from Norway to Japan would
of trading links.
create overcapacity on inbound flights to Norway due
Scheduling of product flow: speed and regularity
to larger export than import. This again would
increase the price per volume out of Norway (outbound
The purpose of this level is to discover how the
cargo would be priced to cover the cost of empty
goods move between the supply chain’s locations.
inbound space) so much so that it would have a
Distance
negative influence on the market price of salmon in
The fresh salmon must travel from Norway to Japan
Japan. The Japanese market price is very sensitive to
unspoiled. The considerable distance between Norway
demand and, as salmon is regarded a luxury good,
and Japan does not seem of great importance to the
demand depends on market trends. Therefore it is
Japanese customers. There are daily flights from all
important for the suppliers to keep transport costs low
major European airports, which mean that the
and as a consequence look for other possible routes.
distance itself does not constitute a boundless barrier.
Flying out of Frankfurt and Paris is cheaper as the fish
Distance plays a role for the number of daily
can be consolidated with other goods and hence the
departures and time of departure. Therefore distance
aircraft is optimally loaded.
has a relation to logistics decisions regarding the
In this situation it is Billund’s location within
scheduling of product flow.
trucking distance of Frankfurt and Paris with the
Speed
possibility of catching the morning flight to Japan
Speed is extremely important for a perishable
that is important for Lufthansa and Air France to
product such as fresh salmon on wet ice. The shelf life
develop the partnership with the Cargo Center. It is a
and keeping qualities are limited and a crucial factor
relatively new relationship but a financially good and
in relation to the time span available from suppliers to
productive one.
end user. Therefore speed has a strong relation to
The airlines decided to develop a close
logistics decisions regarding the scheduling of product
collaboration with Billund Cargo Center for salmon
flow.
distribution for two reasons: firstly, salmon export to
Point in time
Japan is increasing and is expected to develop in a
The flight departs whether the salmon is on board
similar fashion in other parts of the Far East.
or not. If the salmon does not make the departure time
Secondly ,the big European airports suffer from a lack
it spoils and is lost. The departure times in Frankfurt
of cargo capacity and a strategic partner within
and Paris respectively pushes a time constraint
reasonable trucking distance. Therefore distance has a
backward in the chain and sets the scope for action
strong relation to logistics decisions regarding patterns
upstream. This is where Billund Cargo Center’s ability
of trade between Norway and Japan.
to perform fast and reliable handling of the fish is
Speed
vital. Therefore, point in time has a strong relation to
Frankfurt and Paris can be reached within 12 hours.
logistics decisions regarding the scheduling of product
Moreover, certifying Billund Cargo Center to work
flow.
with the airlines’ quality standards and the resultant
Management of transport resources: aircraft & capacity
close co-operation means that the Center is fed
The purpose of this level is to get a picture of the
information on packing and loading before the salmon
organisation
of the transport tasks involved.
arrives and furthermore, it feeds information back to
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Distance
combined, taking into consideration the time
constraints applied by the fish and the flight
For goods such as fresh fish, air freight is the only
departure times, to influence the design of the logistics
possibility for getting the fish to Japan in time.
structure. Speed and point in time are particularly
Therefore distance has a strong relation to logistics
related to these levels, as they appear to strongly
decisions regarding the management of transport
influence the choice of mode and location for the
resources.
European part of the supply chain. Distance and speed
Speed
combined with the product however are factors with a
It is interesting to note that the different transport
different position than the others in the sense that
links of the supply chain represent different modes of
these set the overall frame for the layout of the
transport. The salmon goes by truck, ship and
supply chain and their use of infrastructure and
aeroplane within a very limited period of time. One
transport modes.
would think that a high value product with such short
It is also in the distance-speed-product factors we
shelf life would be better off flown directly, but as
will
find the natural link to raise some critical macro
mentioned before it would mean a considerable increase
level
perspectives on the case. Fresh fish is produced
in transport costs. Flying the salmon out of Frankfurt
in Norway as a part of a supportive industrial policy
and Paris means a better utilisation of capacity of the
in favour of Norwegian salmon farmers. They are
aircraft and hence lower cost. In relation to road
flown across the globe to satisfy a market that does not
transport speed is more important than the extra cost
seem to consider the long distance. This critique or
of a poorer utilisation of capacity. What is important
discussion must include structural factors such as
is reaching the flight in time for departure. Not
Norwegian policy that has supported salmon farming
catching the flight is extremely expensive as the fish
to the extent that many jobs are at stake and exports
will be lost. Aircraft is the only means of transport
must be sustained. Another factor to be addressed
that can span the long distance between Europe and
would be the Japanese market – the willingness to pay
Japan given the time constraints set by the perishable
for fresh fish flown in from across the globe. These
nature of the salmon. Therefore speed has a strong
practices are inherently unsustainable and raise more
relation to logistics decisions regarding the
questions such as which role the price of transport
management of transport resources.
plays? Why is fresh salmon sent to Japan in the first
Point in time
place – is it the perishable nature of fresh salmon that
The organisation upstream in the supply chain
induces the need for airfreight?
with Frankfurt or Paris setting the time of departure
To bring salmon from Norway to Japan can be
allows use of different modes of transport. The
understood as one of the highest skills of the transport
different modes are individually subject to time
systems, where actors in the logistics chain under great
constraints: The flight must reach Japan before the ice
complexity fulfil the demands from the logistics
melts and the fish spoils and the trucks must drive
system. At the same time it can be interpreted as a
through Europe before the flight departs. Therefore,
crazy case of flying fish based on global trade
point in time has a strong relation to logistics decisions
supported by modern transport systems. As we have
regarding the management of transport resources.
seen decision making in the transport chain makes
Summary: Sense and Mobility
sense logistically on micro and meso levels, whereas
With the use of the analytical framework and
the same logistics decisions seem almost outrageous
based on qualitative data we have made a snapshot of
from a macro level perspective.
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Abstract
links across the Great Belt and Oresund have mainly
focused upon impacts on manufacturing and serviceThis article esamines the consequences for transport
related firms or surveys of industrial sectors
and logistics reorganisation following the
(Björnland, 1997; Sund & Baelt, 1999). In the present
establishment of fixed links across Great Belt and
study, the intention has been to look at specific
Oresund in Denmark. The greatest changes in the
examples of firms, and also to include the outermost
organisation of transport and logistics chains have
link in the logistics chain – the transport firms.
been among transport firms, whereas firms within the
manufacturing or retailing industries have seen
The transport sector – a neglected system of actors?
limited or no change. In general, for all the types of
Freight transport is an activity that is derived
firms in this study, the impact from the fixed links on
from – among other things – firms’ decisions concerning
location and organisation of trading links has been
location and organisation of production and
rather neutral. A greater impact can be detected in the
distribution. Firms are embedded in systems or
way firms changed their management of material
networks of supplier and customer relations which
flows and transport resources. Vehicle kilometres seem
consist of a flow of raw materials, sub-supplies and end
to grow as a consequence of the fixed links, while more
products. Distance to and accessibility between the
radical changes in the logistics structures of production
individual firms in a production system is of central
and distribution systems are still absent.
importance. Furthermore, the location and quality of
Keywords
Bridges, freight transport, logistics, transport
infrastructure, firm location
Introduction 1
The opening of the fixed links across the straits of
the Great Belt and Oresund within the last six years
has in both Denmark and Sweden been anticipated
with great expectation of radical changes in traffic
and transport patterns, regional development, changes
in firms’ organisation, trading patterns, etc.
The expectations as to what influence the fixed
links might have have been manifold and
contradictory. There was a worry that the fixed links
would just increase the traffic due to the elimination of
the ‘friction’ caused by the ferries, that had until then
provided the connections. Opposed to this,
expectations focused on a desire to improve the
planning, co-ordination and consolidation of freight
transport, and thereby not necessarily produce an
increase in traffic. These considerations formed the
basis for a study of a number of selected firms within
manufacturing, transport and distribution.
Previous studies on the logistics effects of the fixed
The research team also consisted of Lise Drewes Nielsen and
Per Homann Jespersen as well as assistants Thomas Budde
Christensen, Jacob Lundgaard and Ulrik Røhl. 1

the trarnsport infrastructure are counted as essential
factors for how firms and production systems evolve
and succeed. Freight transport among Danish and
European firms is often outsourced to external transport
and forwarding firms. In Denmark approximately 70%
of road-based freight transport is organised by hauling
and forwarding firms (Gjesing Hansen, 2000). This
gives transport firms a mediating role between, on the
one hand, the firms buying transport services and, on
the other hand, transport infrastructure (see Figure 2).
Figure 2 illustrates a frame of reference of the
functional relations among manufacturing/distribution,
transport and infrastructure systems. The first layer
represents the organisation of production and
distribution firms: the logistics organisation of
material flows between firms in production systems
results in a transport demand. The second layer reflects
transport activities which entails the handling of
material flows between shippers, recipients and
loading terminals. The transport flows consist of
vehicles, trailers, containers, etc. These transport
flows generate a demand for traffic capacity. The
third layer represents transport infrastructure, which
establishes the supply capacity for traffic in the form
of roads, bridges, tunnels, etc.
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Figure 1: The location of the Great Belt and Oresund. The Great Belt link opened for rail
traffic in 1997 and for road traffic in 1998. The Oresund link opened for both rail and road
traffic in 2000.

As shown in this model, there is a causal
relationship between demand for transport and the
corresponding transport services offered. It is also
explicitly illustrated that transport infrastructure
affects which routes the material flows – between
firms, their suppliers and customers – can follow. The
transport firms are situated in the middle of these two
systems and having a capability to affect how the
transport of goods actually takes place and which
routes actually are followed. Transport firms thereby
represent a more or less central co-ordinating function
for the material flow in production systems –
depending on the ability of the transport firms (Gjesing
Hansen, 2000; 2002).

Studies on the relationships between new transport
infrastructure and economic development among firms
and regions tend to include effect analysis on
production and distribution firms only. Results from
these studies and analyses have primarily identified
a limited effect of transport infrastructure on firms’
organisation and economic development. These studies
provide examples from Denmark, the rest of Europe
and North America, where the supply of transport
infrastructure in general is of a high quality and dense
(Hjalager, 1993; McKinnon, 1997, Burmeister &
Colletis-Wahl 1998; SACTRA, 1999). In countries and
regions with a generally low accessibility, new
transport infrastructure can of course still be identified
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as main drivers in the economic development
Figure 2: Functional relations in the manufacturing,
of countries, regions and firms (Hoyle &
distribution, transport and infrastructure systems
Smith, 1992).
(applied model from Wandel & Ruijgrok, 1993).
The absence of significant and radical
Production
Material flow
effects of new transport infrastructure on the
and
economic performance and development of
distribution
firms might therefore be due to the presence
systems
of an already well functioning transport
infrastructure system. Another plausible
explanation might be that studies of effects
tend to focus narrowly on manufacturing and
service industries. The mediators of the
material flows – transport and forwarding
Demand (material flow)
firms – are often excluded from this type of
study. The relevance of including transport
Transport market
and forwarding firms in such studies can be
found in the ongoing tendency within these
Supply (load unit flow)
firms to expand their activities to include
Transport
third party logistics services for their
Transport operation
systems
customers – e.g. warehousing, packaging,
logistics management, etc.
Based on the findings and tendencies
discussed above, it seems relevant to apply a
transport logistics chain perspective when
undertaking studies of effects of new
transport infrastructure (Drewes Nielsen et
al., 1999). The effects of the newly
Demand (vehicle flow)
established fixed links across the Great Belt
and Oresund on firms’ organisation of
Traffic market
transport and logistics may therefore, it is
argued here, depend on which types of
Supply (capacity)
logistics chains they are part of, and which
infrastructure
function they exert in the chain. In the next
Traffic infrastructure
systems
section, the design of the study is presented,
as are the kind of research themes that
structured the analysis of the empirical
findings.
Research design & methodology
Based on empirical findings and
experience from previous research projects on
freight transport this study applied a
transport logistics chain perspective. Six
firms from three different positions in logistics and
transport chains took part in an interview-based study
of their organisation of logistics and transport of inand outgoing material flows.
The firms represented activities within
manufacturing, distribution and transport:
• 2 SMEs within the furniture manufacturing industry
(referred to in this article as M1 and M2),
• 2 large distribution firms within the retailing
sector and wholesaling sector of pot plants (referred
to in this article as D1 and D2), and
• 2 medium sized road haulage firms (referred to in
this article as T1 and T2).

Geographically the firms are located in different
regions of Denmark (Jutland, Funen and Zealand) and
they also represented different sizes of firms in terms
of number of employees and turnover. The selection
criterion of the firms was to pick examples of different
types of functions in transport and logistics chains, and
not representative of different branches. There was no
special intention to exclude firms not affected by the
fixed links, as the objective of the study was to
increase the general knowledge of how this type of
transport infrastructure affects different types of firms
in the logistics chain.
Qualitative interviews of managers were used in
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the six cases to find out how the firms organised their
among other things – decisions concerning in- and
ingoing and outgoing transport and logistics, and also
outsourcing of activities. For the interviewed
how far this organisation had undergone major changes
manufacturing firms this was exemplified by the issue
within the last 5–10 years. In relation to this, we
of production of low or high value furniture to a
asked the managers what kind of circumstances –
standardised mass market or order-specific customers.
including the new fixed links – had caused these
In the latter example, the furniture firm reduced its
organisational changes.
own physical facilities by out-sourcing activities to
dedicated and specialised suppliers. One of the road
Seen from the individual firm’s point of view,
haulage firms did establish a warehouse, which could
decisions concerning actions on transport and logistics
serve as an intermediate storage and distribution
can take place on many organisational levels – from
facility for its major customers. These decisions that
the management’s decisions to open or close a firms
are related to the firms’ physical location of its own
activities to the driver who makes the route decisions
facilities were affected by circumstances other than
concerning the deliveries. On this basis McKinnon
the newly established fixed links.
(1998) has developed a hierarchy of logistics decisionlevels that reflects important spaces where decisionNevertheless, it is also necessary to consider the
making affecting the transport and logistics of firms
decisions related to logistics structures in a time
take place. These are:
perspective. This was illustrated in an interview at
one of the road hauliers:
• Logistics structures: e.g. number and location of
factories, warehouses, administration and
‘(...) that the future will cause changes on this
terminals;
issue – that is within 5-10 years. When future
warehouses and logistics centres are to be located,
• Trading relations: location of suppliers and
then the existence of the new Oresund link will be
customers that constitute a manifest network of
taken into consideration. But, because the
material and transport flows;
investments [in new terminals and warehouses] are
• Organisation of material and transport flows:
huge it means that existing facilities are not
planning and implementing production and
abandoned in the short run. (...) Zealand is facing a
distribution activities, which are transformed to
great future as a logistics centre for the Nordic
specific material and transport flows to and from a
countries, because a large number of consumers and
firm; and
customers can be reached from this region.
• Organisation of transport resources: e.g. the use of
Similarly, Swedish companies will in the future, to
own or external transport modes, route choice,
a larger extent, locate in the vicinity of Malmö
transshipment via terminals and capacity
rather than Gothenburg or Stockholm, because
utilisation.
there are better possibilities for transport by ship,
These four levels formed the basis for the themes in
lorry and aeroplane’ (Interview, T1).
the interviews and thereby structured the knowledge
Thus the transport firm points to the fact that time
that was collected from the six case studies of selected
represents a kind of inertia in terms of sunk investments
firms (Drewes Nielsen et al., 2003).
in existing logistics structures. This could result in more
The impact of the fixed links on selected types of firms
significant changes in the long term view of the
This section presents examples from the six firms.
logistics structures through relocations caused by the
These examples illustrate effects or the lack of effects
new fixed links.
due to the new fixed links across the Great Belt and
Trading relations
Oresund on the firms’ organisation of logistics and
None of the interviewed firms could identify
transport.
changes in the location of suppliers and customers as a
Logistics structures
consequence of the fixed links across the Great Belt and
The interviews indicate that changes in the firms’
Oresund.
physical location of activities (production,
At the two manufacturing firms in the study – M1
warehouses, administration and terminals) are
and M2 – the choice of suppliers has not been affected
relatively resistant to immediate changes in the
by the fixed links, for example in the form of increased
accessibility for in- and out-going transport flows.
accessibility to alternative suppliers. The most
None of the firms interviewed have been able to
important parameters for choice of suppliers among
identify changes in the firm’s logistics structures,
these firms are their skills and qualifications in
which had taken place during the last 5-10 years as a
relation to the complete furniture product, while
result of the new fixed links.
transport costs do not play any role in the choice of
Examples of conditions that to a larger extent affect
Danish suppliers. Neither had the customer relations
the firms’ location of their own activities were – as
been significantly changed within the last 5-10 years.
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Interestingly though, one of the furniture producers did
consequence of the fixed links. However, it is likely
notice that furniture retailers and wholesalers on
that particularly transport firms’ supplier and
Zealand operate to a larger extent West of the Great
customer relations could be subject to changes, because
Belt than previously. This consequence of the fixed
transport firms often have far more changeable and
link across the Great Belt could indicate that the
short-lived relations than manufacturing and
immediate effects of the fixed links on the logistics
distribution firms.
chains are felt more significantly in the retail and
Organisation of material and transport flows
distribution parts than in the manufacturing parts of
Among the interviewed firms, there was a distinct
the chain.
differentiation of, how directly the new fixed links
It was also stated by the two retail and distribution
have affected their organisation of material and
firms in the study that the fixed links had not
transport flows.
produced any changes in the location of suppliers and
The interviewed manufacturing firms had in
customers. Nevertheless, there were indications that
general not experienced any impacts from the fixed
the present location of suppliers and customers in the
links on their organisation of material flows to and
near future could be changed. At one of the distribution
from their firms. Other factors played a greater role on
firms – D1 located on Funen – this was primarily due to
how the firms plan and organise their internal and
a possible re-organisation of existing terminals on the
external logistics. At the furniture-producing firm M2,
island of Funen and in Jutland. This re-organisation
one of the most important and critical elements in the
will lead to a centralisation in a single terminal of the
logistics planning is the co-ordination between the
firm’s distribution of potted plants from the market
inward and outward bound material flows. Sofas and
gardens of Denmark to customers in Denmark and
chairs are produced to order and the minimisation of
Europe. This centralisation and thereby possible
the internal storage of finalised furniture is a central
change in the supplier and customer network was
strategy. The consequence is, that the lead-time – i.e.
caused by a strategic decision to make a more distinct
the time it takes from the order confirmation to actual
division of activities within a large company’s subdelivery to a customer – is 3–4 weeks. But this leaddivisions in Funen and Jutland.
time is furthermore extended by including the time
For D2 – a regional division of one of the leading
used for planning the co-ordination of inbound material
retail companies in Denmark (approximately 40%
flows of raw materials and unspecialised components.
market share) – the fixed links had not affected the
M2 is therefore obliged to operate with a considerable
inward bound transport to the warehouses and
storage capacity of a variety of standardised
terminals through changed locations of suppliers or
components that often require a delivery time far
customers. The ‘customers’ of D2 are the grocery stores
beyond the 3–4 weeks of finished furniture. The
of its parent company on Zealand and it has therefore
potential time savings of the new fixed links in
not been affected by the fixed links. The parent
minutes and hours are in this context without any
company’s grocery stores in the Western parts of
significance for the firm.
Denmark (mainly on Funen and in Jutland) are supplied
Among the distribution firms, the effects of the
from two regional terminals in Jutland. The Great Belt
fixed links are more significant – although a number of
divides this regionalisation, into an Eastern and a
other factors are, in general, of greater significance for
Western distribution network, and the fixed link has
the firms’ decision-making on the organisation of
not affected this division:
inward and outward bound material flows.
‘The regional terminal at D2 [in Zealand] deliver
At D2, the fixed link across the Great Belt had
goods to 400 grocery shops on Zealand. In relation to
affected the organisation of the transport of fresh
the fixed link across the Great Belt, we have tested
goods between the regional terminals of the retail
the possibilities of also distributing to our grocery
chain in particular:
shops on the Eastern part of Funen [on the Western
‘There has been a rise in the number of these
part of the Great Belt], but due to the price of using
deliveries and the time saved from the new fixed
the [fixed] link, the costs proved to be to high –
link across the Great Belt has increased the
even though [the parent company] was offered a
flexibility in organising these loads. However, the
discount due to the traffic volumes. If the price was
external road haulage firms continue to use the
lowered considerably, the distribution from the
ferry link from East Jutland to Northwest Zealand
terminal on Zealand to shops on Funen would
to transport dry goods between the terminals of
probably be profitable’ (Interview, D2).
Greater Copenhagen and Aalborg’ (Interview, D2).
In the cases of the two freight haulage firms in the
Other factors have played a far more significant
study, it was not possible to identify examples of
role
in generating a growth in the traffic of D2 and its
changes in the location of suppliers or customers as a
parent company than the above-referred higher
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frequency of internal material and transport flows
packaging – a core activity at the wholesaling firm.
between regional terminals in the east and west of
The impacts have primarily been visible in the
Denmark. Examples include new concepts such as ‘fresh
transport planning activities: for example the fixed
milk’, a strategy of milk delivery from farmers to the
links have broadened the scope for scheduling
grocery stores within 24 hours – which increases the
deliveries due to the improved stability in crossing the
throughput for milk products, a concept that is
Great Belt and Oresund by bridge/tunnel instead of
beginning to spread to other types of fresh goods. The
ferries. Furthermore, the customers of the pot plant
‘fresh milk’-strategy is also an attempt to reduce the
wholesaling firm pay attention to the new
import of milk from Germany and the Netherlands,
opportunities: Previously the customers were obliged to
because imported milk cannot be distributed within 24
order their goods the day before delivery, but this
hours to Danish grocery stores and shops. This
lead-time has been reduced substantially to delivery
distribution concept has led to an increase in the
within the day of ordering.
frequencies of deliveries from the regional terminals of
For a distribution firm like D1, the fixed link across
D2’s parent company to its grocery stores:
the Great Belt has had an ambiguous impact on the
‘[Caused by the volumes] the road haulage firms
logistics organisation: On the one hand, the
have to distribute to the stores twice a day… even
replacement of the ferry link has eliminated a transfer
though the terminals storage capacities are big,
point, which represented an uncertainty in relation to
there is simply no space for it. If all (the grocery
planning of departures and arrivals of deliveries. The
stores) have to wait for fresh milk, then it also
timetables of the ferries functioned as time-windows,
becomes a space problem for them, because the
which the deliveries from D1 to their customers had to
volumes are so enormous’ (Interview, D2).
match precisely. On the other hand, the fixed link has
amplified the development of new time-windows at
Consequently, the time-pressure that the ‘fresh
other stages of the logistics chain. The transit time
milk’-concept generates results in a need for more
from D1 to larger customers on Zealand for instance was
frequent distribution between regional terminals and
reduced by approximately 1 hour. Due to the short
the grocery stores. This is also due to the fact that the
lead-time, the transit time plays a relatively more
road haulage firms do not want to increase the number
significant role than at the logistics organisation of
of vehicles in order to distribute all the milk in one
the furniture firms referred to above. This results in a
delivery round, but instead use the same lorries for at
tighter co-ordinated transport and logistics chain that
least two trips per day with fresh milk distribution:
includes more narrow time-windows at the large
‘If they [the transport firms] are forced to use a lot
customers – i.e. the time margin for delivery that is
more lorries, which have to run for a shorter
acceptable at the customer. Typically, this means that
period – then they become unhappy and want more
if a lorry arrives outside these time-windows, then the
compensation for their transport services’
haulage firms or the suppliers (for example D1) are
(Interview, D2).
penalised by the customer.
The development of an increased time-pressure on
Even though the effects of the fixed links among
the organisation of material and transport flows is
the
studied examples of manufacturing and
also a well-known phenomenon at the pot plantdistribution firms seems limited or non-existent, the
wholesaling firm D1 located on the island of Funen.
effects proved to be more significant at the outermost
This is partly due to the changed expectations among
link of the logistics chain – the freight haulage firms.
the customers regarding shorter delivery time, but also
At the freight haulage firm T1, near Greater
partly due to the effect of the fixed link across the
Copenhagen,
the transport flows have been affected
Great Belt. The wholesaling firm packs and
significantly
in
terms of increased speed, increased
distributes pot plants from greenhouse gardens on Funen
frequency and precision, and through a growth in
mainly to the retailing sector in Denmark. A large part
transported distance. For the haulage firm, the Great
of the orders come on the day of delivery. This means
Belt link has contributed to a reduction in uncertainty
that the greenhouse farmers typically receive the
in the planning of transport flows by a better
orders directly from the retailers between 0800 and
regularity of the trips between Denmark and, for
1100; thereafter the pot plants are collected and
example, France. A major market for the firm is
transported to the wholesaler’s terminal for final
transport of airfreight between Copenhagen airport
packaging. Finally, the consignments of pot plants are
and other North European airports – a transport
distributed to the customers late in the afternoon.
market where the time factor is of crucial importance.
Even though the new fixed links across the Great
The establishment of the fixed Oresund link has led to
Belt and Oresund has increased the time-pressure in
an increase in the firm’s departures from 3 to 9 daily
the logistics chain, it has not had any direct
between a terminal at Malmö (Sweden) and
consequences for the organisation of storage and
Copenhagen airport. Today the firm uses smaller
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lorries due to the fact that the freight volumes have
Link, the ferry cost for road freight haulage was
not increased correspondingly. The reason for the
approximately €148. After the opening of the Great
increased frequency is that the firm tries to solve a
Belt Link, the price-level has been lowered to
capacity problem that previously meant extra lorries
approximately €87.
being forwarded with rather small consignments:
The road freight haulage firm experienced a
‘The reason for increasing the number of departures
greater pressure for optimising the use of the loading
has been that previously, when we discovered late
capacity before the opening of the fixed link. The high
in the evening that we needed more loading
capacity utilisation was primarily reached by
capacity than four flight-pallets, we had to send
consolidating return loads. Today, where costs of
the extra flight-pallet on an extra lorry because it
crossing the Great Belt have been reduced, the pressure
definitely had to be at Copenhagen the following
for high capacity utilisation has changed.
morning. Today, these situations are handled more
For the road haulage firm T2, the Great Belt Link
flexibly by an increase in frequencies’ (Interview,
has resulted in more frequent trips on some of its routes.
T1).
The Great Belt Link has also lead to an increased use
However, it has not been possible to avoid a certain
of express deliveries with short notice and therefore
number of trips, where the loading factor has been very
the haulage firm has invested in a number of small
low:
lorries and vans. The transit time has been compressed
by the opening of the Great Belt Link. This seems to be
‘Approximately 3-4 times a week the transported
due to a perception among transport buyers that the
volumes are far below the actual loading capacity
transport distance has been reduced by the Great Belt
of our lorries’ (Interview, T1).
Link and also that transport costs have lowered for
This statement can be seen in the general ongoing
transport between the east and west of Denmark:
process that was already set into motion before the
‘We have felt that [the customers] do not speculate
opening of the fixed link across Oresund: the rising
on the costs the same way as before. It is easier to
demand for high frequency transport connections due to
send some goods to Zealand today [from Jutland].
the expectations among transport customers for
Transport buyers know that there is a different
departures and arrivals of trips to be as flexible as
time-horizon. There is another cost-structure’
possible – a transport demand which reflects the
(Interview, T2).
conceptualisation of just-in-time logistics.
It is therefore not only the supply of capacity in the
At the second road haulage firm in the study, T2
transport system that generates more transport, but
located in the middle of Jutland, the establishment of
also the increased transport demand driven by
the fixed Great Belt link has resulted in one less timeexpectations among transport buyers, that transport is
window to consider in the daily planning of transport
managed more frequently, faster and cheaper than
and distribution activities. Thus the establishment of
before the fixed links were established.
the fixed link has resulted in more flexibly organised
transport systems across the Great Belt and trip
Organisation of transport resources
planning has improved due to the replacement of the
The establishment of the fixed links has affected
ferries:
the different ways the studied firms organise their
‘We can organise trips without considering the
transport resources. The manufacturing firms did not
weather conditions as a precondition for punctual
perceive any changes in the way their in- and outbound
delivery. And the time-margin that we have to
transports were organised after the opening of the
plan for trips between Funen and Jutland to
fixed links. According to the furniture producing firm
Copenhagen in order to calculate the exact time for
M1, the Great Belt Link has not generated a greater
arrival of a consignment has changed significantly.
flexibility in the logistics planning within the firm –
If we didn’t catch a ferry [before the opening of the
even though the transport firms today are not
fixed link], then we had to wait for three-quarters
restrained by the fixed schedules of the former ferries.
to one hour before we could take the next ferry – if
However, the frequent time schedule of the former
this was not over-booked’ (Interview, T2).
ferry link is also given as a reason by the firm as to
According to the road freight haulage firm, the
why there has not been any noticeable change in
establishment of the fixed link has lowered the costs
transport quality. The firm has neither experienced a
of crossing the Great Belt, but this cost-reduction has
greater pressure for quicker deliveries in the last 5–10
been transferred to the transport customers. When the
years nor put a greater pressure on their transport
prices for crossing the fixed link were published, the
providers for faster and cheaper transport services.
contracts with the largest customers of the road freight
According to M1, this is mainly due to the firms highhaulage firm were re-negotiated – a demand of the
value products, which serve a market where customers’
customers. Before the establishment of the Great Belt
rank product quality higher than a low lead-time. The
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total lead-time for producing the furniture products
firms in this study it is not profitable to drive to
usually amounts to 3–4 weeks (from receiving the order
destinations north of Malmö via the fixed link.
to being ready for delivery), and therefore the time
Therefore, both firms use the ferries for these
saving of one hour from the fixed link across the Great
destinations.
Belt does not play any significant role for the furniture
In general several of the studied firms pointed to
producers own logistics organisation. The absence of
the fact that the fixed Great Belt Link replaced a
changes in the organisation of in- and outbound
ferry link in an already existing and heavily used
transports is probably due to the fact, that this firm –
transport corridor between the eastern and western
like the majority of Danish manufacturing firms – is
parts of Denmark. Therefore, the establishment of this
not directly involved in the co-ordination and
fixed link has not had any significant consequences for
execution of the actual transport. As described above,
the route choice among transport and distribution
most manufacturing firms use external transport firms
firms’ organisation of transport. The fixed Oresund
for co-ordinating and handling their in- and outbound
link represents, however, a new corridor for road and
transport and often for logistics activities aswell. The
rail transport between Denmark and Sweden. One
experienced effects of changes in the organisation of
could therefore anticipate more dramatic changes in
transport routes, choice of transport mode, reloading
the route choice for transport across Oresund – from the
and consolidation of goods, are often located at the two
still existing ferry link to the new fixed link. But this
other types of firms involved in this study –
is not the case as indicated in this study and also
distribution and transport firms. Among these firms
verified through current statistics on transport flows
the effects on their organisation of transport resources
across Oresund.
were more significant.
Conclusion
Before the opening of the Oresund link, the
The results of this study should be seen in relation
wholesaling firm D1 expected that this link would
to the expectations concerning whether the new fixed
become the preferred distribution channel to customers
links would generate an increase in traffic work due to
in Sweden. The actual transport pattern has so far been
the elimination of the ferry links or the fixed links
very different:
would lead to improvements among firms logistics
‘With the pricing policy so far, it has not been
organisation for co-ordinating and optimising their
interesting and much too expensive. In short, this
transport activities.
means that all goods destined for customers in
In the study there are indications, that the fixed
Helsingborg and further north are still transported
links have supported a dramatic rise in freight traffic
via the ferries [Elsinore-Helsingborg]… This is due
on the roads across the Great Belt and Oresund. Factors
to the price of the fixed link. The ferries take 20
other than the fixed links have also had an influence
minutes and sail very regularly. Previously, there
on this growth – for example a general tendency in the
was a lot of waiting at the ferries, but this is rare
firms’ organisation of internal and external logistics
now. There is no incentive to use the fixed link. If
that reduce the storage capacity at manufacturing
you drive from Malmö towards Stockholm, then you
firms and thereby increase the demand for frequent inhave to drive via Helsingborg anyway. You have
and outbound transport flows. The fixed links seem to
60 km extra driving to reach customers north of
contribute to the growth in vehicle kilometres, but not
Helsingborg if you use the fixed link instead of the
necessarily to a similar growth in transported goods.
ferries’ (Interview, D1).
Among the road haulage and distribution firms it was
According to the wholesaling firm, a transfer of
stressed that the fixed links improved the ability to
transport from the ferries to the fixed link will depend
organise transport with more frequent deliveries. The
on a lowering of the prices. Current rules on resting time
transport firms also reported that transport buyers in
for drivers also have a great influence on the choice of
general expected greater precision in the pick-up and
transport. Transport to destinations such as Oslo and
delivery of consignments after the establishment of
Stockholm can be reached by using only one driver,
the fixed links. On the one hand, and seen from the
because the maximum time-limit for driving (10 hours)
perspective of the individual transport buyer, this
is not exceeded, when the drivers choose the ferry.
represents a clear improvement in transport quality.
Among the road haulage firms in the study, the
On the other hand, it also makes it difficult for the
establishment of the fixed link across Oresund has
road haulage firms to co-ordinate and optimise
only had significant influence for distribution and
capacity utilisation.
picking-up of goods in the Malmö area. This is
The study has contributed with knowledge on how
especially the case for T1, which among other things
the new fixed links across the Great Belt and Oresund
transports air cargo between Copenhagen airport and a
affects different types of firms’ logistics decisionfreight terminal in Malmö. For both the road haulage
making. The fixed links primarily affect the transport
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firms and partly distribution firms. The manufacturers
Clusters’ International Studies of Management and
in this study have not been able to identify any
Organization vol. 31, no. 4.
changes in the location of their own facilities or
Hjalager, A.M. (1993) Transportinfrastruktur og
location of their suppliers and customers due to the
regional udvikling – danske undersøgelser Danish
fixed links. Neither have they experienced any
Transport Council, Copenhagen, report nr. 93-07.
changes in their organisation of material flow or
Hoyle, B.S. & Smith, J. (1992) ‘Transport and
transport resources. Instead, other factors were
Development’ in Hoyle, B.S. & Knowles, R.D. (eds.)
mentioned as being more significant than the timeModern Transport Geography Belhaven Press, London.
savings and route choices that the new fixed links
McKinnon, A. (1997) ‘Logistics, Peripherality and
enabled. Among the transport and distribution firms, it
Manufacturing Competitiveness’ in Fynes, B. & Ennis,
was stressed that the fixed links enabled a more
S. (eds.) Competing from the Periphery. The Dryden
flexible trip planning that is often a core activity
Press, London.
within these types of firms. However, these firms also
____ (1998) ‘Logistical Restructuring, Freight Traffic
experienced a tendency among their customers to
Growth and the Environment’ in Bannister, D. (ed.)
tightening the existing time-windows for collection
Transport Policy and the Environment Routledge,
and delivery due to expectations of faster and more
London.
accurate transport. Thus it seems the increased
SACTRA (1999) Transport and the Economy.
flexibility enabled by the fixed links has ambiguous
Department for Transport, Local Government and
effects on the ability to organise transport and logistics
Regions, London.
in an efficient way.
Sund & Bælt (1999) Erhvervslivet og Store-bælt –
Tilpasning i to hastigheder The Great Belt
In relation to the above results, the study also
Consortium, Copenhagen.
clearly reveals that it primarily is the logistics
Wandel, S. & Ruijgrok, C. (1993) Innovation and
decision-levels closest to the actual and operational
structural changes in logistics: a theoretical
organisation of material and transport flows that
framework, in Giannopoulos, G.A. & Gillespie, A.,
have been affected by the fixed links. It seems that
(eds.) Transport and communications innovation in
logistics decisions related to relocation of own firms
Europe, Belhaven Press and Halsted Press, London and
activities or relocation of suppliers and customers have
New York
not been affected by the new fixed links. It is however
important to note that a study over a longer period of
time could probably show more significant effects of
relocation. Factories, storage, terminals, etc., represent
sunken investments that in a short-term perspective
can not easily be relocated.
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Abstract
understanding of the trends in freight transport.
Different factors influence the quantity of freight
At FLUX – Centre for Transportation Research we
transport – economic growth, technology,
have developed methods for actually investigating
infrastructure, organisation, etc. This paper is about
the consequences for freight transport growth. These
methods to measure the effect on transport of such
methods are based on in-depth case studies – where
factors. Indicators for transport have been developed
the case can be a company, a product or a supply
and used in empirical studies, improving our
chain – that have been influenced by any or many of
understanding of the processes generating transport.
these factors. The effect on transport is then assessed.
Results of quantitative, semi-quantitative and
The idea behind it is to obtain empirical data, which
qualitative studies based on this methodology are
can be used to establish a more general knowledge, and
given.
eventually to develop theories for freight transport
growth.1 2
Keywords
In comparison with the direct empirical approach,
freight transport, driving forces, indicators, impacts,
these
methods, through their character of in-depth
transport growth
case studies, can take other explanatory factors into
Introduction
account. And in comparison with the Life Cycle
The growth of freight transport is a well known
Assessment approach it can through its framework be
phenomenon throughout the world. The growth of the
used to produce more generalised knowledge.
economy is normally seen as the main explanation for
Why indicators for freight transport?
this. But the improvement of infrastructure, more
Freight transport is in focus as an important source
effective logistics organisation, the development of
of air pollution, CO2 emissions and noise, as well as
transportation technology, and – especially in
being the cause of injuries and deaths by accidents. In
Europe – the breaking down of political and economic
comparison with other major sources of pollution (e.g.
borders are also factors influencing transport patterns
industry, energy production and agriculture) freight
and quantity.
transport seems to be ‘out of control’ in the sense that it
The knowledge of how these different explanatory
is growing faster than the economy, by 0.8% per annum
factors actually influence transport is, however, more
since 1985 (see Figure 1). Whereas energy consumption
sparse. A direct empirical approach has been used by
growth has been decoupled from economic growth for
McKinnon (1998) and others to find out the
maybe a couple of decades, and there are signs of
environmental consequences of transport as a function of
consolidation in production, there is at present no
production organisation.
reason for optimism for freight transport.
This approach has some difficulties. Generally,
In order for research to throw light on this
surveys about logistics and transport are flawed by
development, we need a deeper understanding of the
very poor response rates. Additionally, as the
processes leading to freight transport growth, a
transport business is very dynamic and influenced by
deconstruction of the systems of causes and effects
many factors it can be hard to discriminate between
defining the societal dynamics of transport. This is a
different types of explanatory factors. Finally, in
formidable task which has only been addressed in
companies you would be more than lucky to find one
recent years. In logistics, transport has mainly been
person with knowledge stretching from strategic issues
seen as a means for meeting goals set by the supply and
to day-to-day trivialities such as how transport is
demand chains, and has seldom been an object of study
actually being carried out.
itself. From a manufacturer’s viewpoint, the ideal is
Another type of approach is the Life Cycle
that freight transport should be readily available, at
Assessment-inspired approach where you make a very
any time and at low cost. Reality is rather close to this
detailed account of the concrete transport pattern for a
ideal, so there is limited incentive from industry to
company or a product. This gives a lot of information,
but is hard to generalise to a more general
Most of the papers in the present issue of this journal
1

demonstrate variants of this approach. 2
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Figure 1. Growth of freight transport (tonne-km) per unit GDP in EU–15, 1985–1998,
index 1985 = 100. (Eurostat, 2001)
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observe transport even though congestion, in
particular, is becoming a more and more important
issue.
Decoupling of freight transport and economic
growth as proposed by the European Union (CEC, 2001)
is only part of the job. It is a necessary but not sufficient
intermediate step to reach the ambitious goal of
sustainable transport chains. Anyway, we need to
increase our understanding of transport’s role in
societal welfare ‘production’, and the economic and
social forces acting in this crucial sector (TNO, 1999).
Measuring transport
In principle, it should be a rather straight forward
task to measure transport at e.g. a plant level.
However, even at this level, transport is an extremely
volatile object. Goods, routes, vehicles, volumes,
consolidation, etc. change from day to day. Even to
make a simple registration can be complicated, and if
you wish to answer questions of why and how, you will
have to sort out and connect a lot of causes and effects
as well. Thus, it is a precondition for freight transport
indicators that they should be based on information
available (with a limited effort) among retailers and
in manufacturing and transport companies.
Indicators to measure the performance of transport
systems have been developed in many contexts, one of
the most comprehensive being McKinnon’s (1999) study
of the food supply chain. The system of performance
indicators developed here has mainly an operational

Short sea shipping

Oil pipelines

purpose, whereas our perspective is descriptive.
In the TRILOG project (Brehmer et al., 1999) four
objectives for performance indicators were set up:
• as an important source to establish a holistic view
of the system under study and to capture how
different parts are connected to each other;
• as a source of feedback to initiate a new and better
way of conducting and handling the measured
system;
• to clarify the aims and goals for all participants
and personnel which means that the performance
indicators should change when new aims are
introduced; and
• to show the overall development over time of
policy direction and action in areas of importance.
Our work shares these objectives, especially the
first and the last point, but also has the aim to make
scientific inductions. Thus. ideally, the indicators
should possess the following characteristics:
• be suitable for describing freight transport growth
in terms of the societal processes leading to this
growth;
• be applicable at different levels –
– different subsystems of the supply chain,
– the product.
– the manufacturing company.,
– the region,
– the nation;
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• be strongly correlated to the main
Figure 2. Relationships between measures of freight transport.
environmental and social impacts
Nomenclature is from road freight transport, but similar relationships hold for
of transport; and
other freight transport modes as well.
• be possible to generalise results
Based on Nederlands Economic Institute, 1999
from case studies to more general
Road
levels
tonnes

lifted
Indicators of transport
Transport is measured in many
different ways, the most common
being road tonnes lifted, tonneTonnekilometres and vehicle-kilometres.
km
These are extensive variables mostly
describing development in society as
such. To get information on how the
transport sector is performing, the
Vehicle
ratios between these measures are
km
quite interesting (see Figure 2).
These ratios form the basis for the
indicators selected for our studies
• transport content
• transport distance
• transport efficiency
Each of these indicators refers to a specific
transport mode. If there is no change in transport mode
they can be used directly.

Transport content
The transport content of a given transport is the
ratio between the vehicle-kilometres and the payload
(tonnes lifted), and thus is measured in tonnes per
kilometres per tonne. The transport content of a product
is the weighted sum of the transport content of all
individual transports used in the process of
manufacturing. Thus, the transport content is both a
feature of the single transport and of a product.
In a classic study Böge (1995) has shown that a 150 g
pot of strawberry yoghurt sold in Germany travelled
9.2 metres, giving it a transport content of 61 km/tonne.
Transport content can be used to compare different
transports and highlight the critical transports in a
supply chain. Tracking the development of a product’s
transport content can exhibit a historical development
in logistics.
Transport content is closely related to the relative
environmental impacts of freight transport. Knowing
the transport mode and the transport content it is
possible to make good estimates of emissions per tonne
of a product by using readily available data on
different transport vehicles’ emissions per kilometre.
Case Study I: The transport content of rye bread2 3
An analysis has been made of the transport content
of rye bread – consumed daily by most Danes – from one
Data for this case study were collected by Sidsel Bödewadt
and Tina Petersen. 3
2

Average
length
of haul

Vehiclle
carrying
capacity

Load factor
(including
empty running

Average
payload

of the largest producers in Denmark. The data have
been assembled mainly by interviews (direct and by
telephone) in the supply chain of the bread, in
principle from mineral extraction to the consumer.
However, the analysis has been limited to parts of the
supply chain contributing significantly to the transport
content.
The key question of the investigation has been how
much transport it takes to deliver one tonne of rye
bread to the retailers. So the first step has been to
deconstruct the supply chain, starting with the focal
company, the manufacturer. For every transport the
following data have been collected
• the component’s fraction of the final product;
• the transport mode (in categories defined by the
Danish Ministry of Transport’s model to compute
environmental loads of transport
(Trafikministeriet, 2000);
• the length of the transport; and
• the average load of the transport.
From this, the transport content of the transport has
been computed, and the transport content of the
component has been computed by multiplying the
transport content of the transport and the component’s
fraction of the final product.
Example 1:
Rye flour is the main ingredient of rye bread, 394 kg
being used to deliver one tonne of bread to retailers.
A 40-48 tonne truck with trailer delivers it in a
dedicated transport, starting fully loaded (32
tonnes) and returning empty. The distance from the
mill to the rye bread manufacturer is 234 km. The
transport content of the transport is 2*234/32 =
14.6 km/tonne and the transport content of the
component 39.4% hereof or 5.76 km/tonne.
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Figure 3. Rye bread supply chain. The arrows show transport
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Example 2:
Most of the rye bread (740 kg/tonne) is distributed
directly from the factory to the retailers in 10 tonne
trucks with a capacity of 5.2 tonnes. On average
84% of this capacity is used from the start and the
trucks have routes averaging 175 km. The transport
content of the transport is thus 175/(84% of 5.2) =
40.1 km/tonne. The bread is transported in boxes,
and empty boxes are taken back en route. However,
this does not influence the transport content.
The suppliers at the first level (–1) deliver rye

flour, rye grains, linseed, yeast solution, vinegar, salt,
barley malt syrup, and plastic bags (see Figure 3). All
these components are transported to the factory on
trucks (either 40-48 tonne or 25 tonne). The total
transport content of these components is 9.5 km/tonne.
Agriculture is dominant at the second supplier level
(–2). The transport content in the components from this
level to the first level (including internal transport) is
7.8 km/tonne.
Inputs to agriculture (seed corn, fertiliser and
pesticides) are the main third level components (–3)
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Figure 4. The transport content of rye bread on different levels relative to the manufacturer (Level 0)
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having a transport content of 0.4 km/tonne.
The only components regarded at the fourth level of
suppliers (–4) is the input to mineral fertiliser
production. The components’ fraction is a little more
than 1% and they are transported efficiently on ships,
so the contribution is negligible (<< 0.1 km/tonne).
Adding these numbers, the total transport content of
suppliers to rye bread manufacturing is around
18 km/tonne and almost exclusively on larger trucks.
Distribution of the bread from the factory to
retailers is much more inefficient. Most is distributed
directly from the factory, but some of it is taken to
warehouses in the remoter parts of the market area of
eastern Denmark, and subsequently is distributed to
retailers. The transport content of the distribution is
around 36 km/tonne, or double of the ingoing transport.
It must be added, however, that this must be regarded
as a high value compared to the average efficiency of
Danish retail distribution.
We have also made some studies of the consumers’
contribution to the transport content by conducting a
telephone survey. The result of this was that around
half of the rye bread consumed in Denmark is
transported by car from the retailer to homes, and that
the average transport length of these trips is 5 km. We
do not know to which extent these trips are dedicated
‘freight transports’ or the average load of the private
cars. If we assume that half of the kilometres are for
shopping trips and that the average load of these
trips are 20 kg, then the transport content of the
consumers’ transport of rye bread would be around

Level 1 to 2
(passenger
car)

70 km/tonne or more kilometres than all other
transport connected to the production and distribution
of rye bread.
Even though the results – especially the last one –
have a considerable uncertainty, the tendency that for
every kilometre of truck driving necessary for rye
bread production, two kilometres of truck driving is
used for bringing the bread to the retail shops and
around four kilometres of private car driving to bring it
from the retailer to the places of consumption is
possible. Maybe new lessons for freight transport
policies and regional production can be learned?
Transport distance and transport efficiency
An increase in transport content can be due to
increased logistics reach, i.e. sourcing and marketing in
a wider area. It can, however, also be a consequence of
a less efficient organisation of transport.
As an indicator for logistics reach, transport
distance (the average length of haul) can be used and
computed as the ratio between tonne-kilometres and
the payload. As an indicator for the logistics
efficiency, transport efficiency (the average payload)
can be computed as the ratio between tonne-kilometres
and vehicle-kilometres.
Each of these indicators can be used in smaller or
larger parts of the supply chain depending on the scope
of the actual study. The data for the indicators can be
collected with a smaller or larger degree of accuracy
according to purpose.
In comparison with more commonly used indicators
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Table 1. Transport indicators, units, arithmetic definitionns & relationships.
Indicator

Unit

arithmetic definition, relationship

Transport distance

Kilometres

Tonne-kilometres / Payload

Transport efficiency

Tonnes

Tonne-kilometres / Vehicle kilometres
Vehicle carrying capacity * Load factor

Transport content

Kilometres per tonne

Vehicle-kilometres / Payload
Transport distance / Transport efficiency

such as vehicle-kilometres and tonne-kilometres,
these indicators relate transport to a specific product
or production (transport content) and give the
possibility to distinguish between two aspects of
growth in transport, logistics reach (transport
distance) and logistics efficiency (transport
efficiency). An overview of the relationship is shown
in Table 1.
Case Study II: Transport distance and transport
efficiency of a carpet manufacturer
A carpet manufacturer situated in Denmark has
improved its production technology making it possible
to reduce the lead-time on the European market from
32 to 12 weeks. The manufacturer serves the
institutional market segment (hotels, hospitals,
offices, etc.) with costumer-designed carpets, initially
produced at different grades of non-coloured carpet
with a width of 4 m, and then sent through an oversize
inkjet printer.
The reduced lead-time gives the manufacturer a
competitive edge, but at the same time the consequence
for transport is a reduced possibility to consolidate
loads sent by trucks all over Europe.
In quantitative terms the logistics manager of the
company has described this change in two different
ways. After the change the costs for transport
increased by around 50%, so that they now account for
3–4% of the total cost. No major change in the volume
or in the distribution of the European market was
associated with this change. Neither was the change
in transport costs due to changes in transport prices,
haulier choice, etc.
As a rough approximation this means that the
transport content must have increased by around 50%.
As regards the transport distance, the market places
for distribution remained the same. Less consolidation
may have had a reducing influence on transport
distances due to more direct routing of trucks. As a
result, one would expect the transport efficiency to
have been reduced by at least one-third.
It should be noted that the considerations above are
only seen from the manufacturer’s viewpoint. To get a
real picture of how the hauliers act, and thus what
the real impacts for transport are, should be

investigated separately.
Case Study III: Why is transport growing faster than
the economy?
Present day logistics is characterised by four types
of pressures (see ‘Logistics and transport – a conceptual
model’ in this issue):
• Distance – a demand for transport over greater
distances;
• Speed – a demand for shorter lead times;
• Frequency – a demand for more frequent deliveries;
and
• Precision – a demand for deliveries within smaller
time windows.
In Table 2 each of these pressures are analysed for
their impacts on the four transport indicators transport
mode, transport content, transport distance and
transport efficiency. Table 3 shows a condensed version
of the same table.
It can be see, that each of this pressures – even
though there are counteracting forces – tends to imply
an increase in the transport content of the goods
measured as kilometres of transport used for bringing
one tonne of commodities to the retailer. As long as
there is no significant reduction of production and
consumption, and as long as transport prices do not
limit the quest for more effective logistics, a continued
increase in freight transport must be expected.
Conclusions
The development of the indicators described in this
paper took as a starting point questions of how logistics
organisation and new infrastructure influenced
transport growth. The ambition was to try to answer
these questions in a more general manner, and the
indicators are a means of describing the effects.
The three case studies show application of the
indicators both for quantitative analysis of a supply
chain and semi-quantitative description of impacts of
a very typical change in production/logistics, and as a
tool for quantitative reasoning on a general level.
Indicators for transport content, transport distance
and transport efficiency have been used before for
describing national trends or industrial branches
(McKinnon, 2000; McKinnon & Woodburn, 1993). Their

Table 2. Implications of logistics pressures on transport indicators
Transport

Transport

Transport

Transport

mode
At short distances road
transport is the most
flexible and the cheapest
mode of transport.
Greater distances will
thus favour other modes
of transport: rail, sea and
air.

distance
The logistics indicator
"distance" describes how
far a commodity has to
travel, whereas the
transport indicator
"transport distance"
depicting how far it is
actually transported.

efficiency
Due to economic
reasoning, transport
efficiency will increase
when distance is
increased (within the
same mode of transport)
because of better
consolidation.

content
Greater distances mean
greater transport
distances and higher
transport efficiencies.
Within the same mode of
transport one would
expect the transport
content to increase with
distance, but less than
proportionally.

Within road transport
larger trucks will be more
economical than small
ones.

The correlation is of
course very high,
because the transport
distance can never be
less than the distance.

Speed

Demands for shorter lead
times will favour air
transport compared to
road, and road transport
compared to sea and rail.
However, on shorter
distances, road transport
will always be the fastest.

Demands for shorter lead
times will make it harder to
consolidate freight, and
give more direct
transports. The transport
distance will thus
decrease marginally.

Demands for shorter lead
times will make it harder to
consolidate freight. The
transport efficiency will
thus decrease.

Transport distance will
decrease much less than
transport efficiency. The
transport content of the
transported goods will
thus increase.

Frequency

Demand for higher
frequency is equivalent to
a demand for smaller
quantities. It will thus
favour road transport
compared to the other
modes of transport, and it
will favour smaller trucks
compared to larger ones.

Demands for more
frequent deliveries can
(within the same transport
mode) lead to more stops
and longer paths of
distribution and thus to
larger transport
distances.

Demands for higher
frequency of deliveries
means smaller loads and
thus transport efficiency.
To a certain degree this
can be countered by
co-distribution of goods.

Without increase in
co-distribution: same
transport distance, and
significantly smaller
transport efficiency.

Distance

With increase in
co-distribution: longer
distances and normally
without possibility to
maintain transport
efficiency.
i.e. the transport content
of the transported goods
increases.
Precision

Demand for larger
precision in deliveries
mainly is a question of
predictability of the
transport, and thus of the
specific circumstances.
Trucks are vulnerable
towards congestion
problems, freight
transport on the European
rail net is susceptible to,
e.g., the high priority of
passenger transport, air
transport is sensitive to
airport congestion and
weather. The precision of
sea transport depends on
limitations in port
capacities.

A demand for delivery
within small time windows
can – on the margin –
mean that more direct
routes of transport are
chosen, and thus a
decrease in transport
distance.

A demand for delivery
within small time windows
can – on the margin –
mean that more direct
routes of transport are
chosen, thus a decrease
in transport efficiency.

If more direct routes are
chosen, the change in
transport efficiency will
normally be greater than
the reduction of the
transport distances, i.e.
the transport content in
the goods will increase
marginally.
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Table 3. Implications of logistics pressures on transport indicators

Distance

Transport

Transport

Transport

Transport

mode

distance

efficiency

content

++

+

+

-

-

+

+

-

+

-

-

+

—> rail, sea, air
—> larger trucks

Speed

rail, sea —> road
—> air

Frequency

rail, sea, air —> road
—> smaller trucks

Precision

?

use as a means to establish a general framework for
case studies and for understanding the freight
transport sector is, however, new and hopefully
fruitful.
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Abstract
attention in the qualitative-oriented social sciences
such as sociology and socio-economics although the
This paper presents results from three future
sector, globally as well as locally, is growing and
workshops in Denmark arranged by researchers at
accounts for an increasing share of the economy and
Roskilde University in collaboration with
workforce. This means that knowledge about the sector
stakeholders from the freight transport sector. The
seen from the perspective of the social sciences is very
aim of the workshops was to overcome the limitations
limited. This leads to the second research question:
of ‘desktop research’ and create visions of freight
transport based on active dialogue with stakeholders
How is it possible to create spaces of learning and
in the sector. The paper also evaluates future
production of knowledge about the freight transport
workshops as a methodology of action and dialogue.
sector by involving the knowledge produced and
created in daily practice in the sector?
Keywords
Similar questions are seldom asked, but a notable
future workshops, scenarios, transdisciplinarity,
exception
is the paper by Henscher & Brewer (2001),
action research, future studies, freight transport.
who used similar approaches to establish
Introduction
collaborative learning processes as an input for
This article presents a methodology, where people
establishing a freight transport strategy for New
with experience and knowledge about freight transport
South Wales.
are included in a scientific process in order to develop
With this point of departure, we arranged from
future research. Future research is often produced as
2001 to 2003 three future workshops with participants
desktop research and presented as the results of
from the freight transport sector in different research
scientists’ forecasting and scenario building (OECD,
settings. The methodology and the results are
2000; FANTASIE, 2000). The validation of the
presented below.
research is taken ex-post when the results are
The future workshop
presented in reports for discussions in public. The effect
The future workshop is linked to the theory of
of the research on practice is seldom evaluated. The
action
research, where local actors or stakeholders are
research presented in this paper has a quite different
involved
in the production of future visions, actions
aim. With inspiration from modern action research, we
and scenario building. The methodology of the
want to include different stakeholders around freight
workshop is related closely to the concept developed
transport in order to produce future research in
originally by Jungk and Müllert (1984). This
dialogue between science and society.
methodology has been developed and used all over
The idea of bringing the principles of actionDenmark and Europe. The successes of the methodology
oriented research into the field was thus to overcome
is to be found in the increasing demand for
the problem of desktop research, where researchers
(1) methodologies able to handle the growing
produce future visions without links to practice and to
complexity and insecurity present in post modern
contribute to the development of new methodologies
societies,
including both science and practice and described
(2) future studies which are able to stimulate the
through the concept of transdisciplinarity (Gibbons,
creation of visions and utopias in order to handle
1994). A research question can be formulated as
this insecurity by raising debates around future
follows:
values, and
How is it possible to develop future studies in the
(3)
tools in future strategies based on common shared
freight transport sector through involvement and
values produced through transdisciplinary and
dialogue with the actors in the sector?
transgressive methodologies in a collaboration
The freight transport sector has received little
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between science and stakeholders.
visualisation and creativity.
Researchers and students at Roskilde University
The workshop is organised with alternating
have used the methodology in such different areas as
plenary and group sessions. All statements from the
industrial sociology, local community studies, urban
plenary sessions are documented on posters. Also, the
ecology and business development (Aagaard Nielsen et
groups’ works are presented and commented upon by
al., 2001). Workshops are flexible and can last from a
using posters. After an introduction of the workshop
few hours to two days possibly spread over a period of
theme and a presentation round of the participants in
weeks or months. The workshop is often arranged at
the workshop the first phase of the workshop starts.
places away from people’s daily routines in order to
Phase 1. Criticism. The theme for this phase is: ‘We
create mentally and physically free spaces for
are consequently negative’.
learning.
This phase is run as a brainstorming session,
This article provides the results from three
following three principles:
workshops run in 2001-2003. The workshops lasted for
• short statements, written on posters by the two
one day with participants who have an interest in and
facilitators
knowledge about the freight transport sector: from
• no discussion of statements
business and firms, from organisations, from
• all statements are allowed
government and local municipalities, from planning,
After the brainstorming, the participants are asked
consultancy and research. The number of participants
to
vote
for the statements they find most important.
in each workshop was between 20 and 30. Each
The
participants
normally have 3 or 5 votes each.
workshop was announced with a specific future
They can vote with all their votes for one single
oriented theme. The results from the following
statement or give votes for several statements.
workshops are included in this article:
After the voting, the facilitators count the points
•
Workshop 1: Future City Logistics in Denmark
and
form a list of prioritised themes. The 4 or 5 most
2007 – framework for developing a transport concept
popular
themes form the basis for 4 or 5 visualisation
(November 2001);
groups.
After
a short period of group work (10 minutes),
•
Workshop 2: Future Rail Transport 2008 –
the groups present their theme (with no use of words)
development of concepts (January 2003); and
in plenary. The plenary reflects the visualisation and
•
Workshop 3: Future Freight Transport in
the comments are written on the posters.
Europe 2030 – with a focus on environment, economy
Phase 2. Utopia. The theme of this phase is: ‘Reality
and regulation (March 2003).
is out of function. We are situated in a perfect world,
The aim of workshops 1 and 2 was to start the
where everything is possible’.
processes of developing future transport concepts from a
This phase starts with a brainstorm that follows
business perspective. The first one focused on consensus
the
same principles as phase 1:
building among actors with different interests, the
• short statements, written on the posters by the two
latter on developing elements of a business strategy.
facilitators)
Both of the workshops were parts of a project where
• no discussion of statements
consultants and scientists together with actors from
business are developing concepts that will help to
• all statements are allowed
provide more sustainable transport in the future. The
After the brainstorming the participants are asked
aim of workshop 3 was to create input for the
to vote for the theme they find most important; again
development of qualitative scenarios for the freight
exercising 3 or 5 votes each.
transport sector. This workshop was part of a research
After the voting the facilitators count the points
project where qualitative scenarios are developed in
and makes a list of prioritised themes. Groups are
order to form evaluation criteria for modelling within
formed around the 4 or 5 themes with the highest
freight transport.
number of votes. The main purpose for these utopia
The future workshop methodology
groups is to develop the utopia and include as many
relevant ideas from the brainstorming as possible.
The future workshop is a mix of three
methodologies. First, it is an action-oriented approach
After a longer period of group work, the utopia are
where local stakeholders are involved in the processes
presented in plenary and discussed with all
of change and development. Secondly, the workshop is
participants.
facilitated by specific rules of communication in order
to create communication on an equal basis and
eliminate the influence of power relations in
communication between the participants. Thirdly, the
workshop is facilitated through specific rules of
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Phase 3. Realisation. The theme of this phase is: ‘We
to the city. The problems had to be addressed by many
keep our wishes and dreams, how can they become
different players in the field – the municipalities,
reality’.
industry, transport buyers, transport companies and
residents of the cities.
The realisation phase can be divided in two:
The utopian ideas were related to solving some of
• Firstly, the utopia groups continue their work of
these
problems. The following are two examples
bringing the utopia orientations closer to reality.
selected
from the workshop:
After a longer group work session, the results are
presented in plenary and reflected upon.
• Freight buses in cities. The main idea is of a public
transport system for freight similar to that for
• Subsequently, the groups are asked to agree to
personal transport. It would be based on a system of
continue the work and plans of action which were
multi purpose vehicles used for personal transport
realised in the workshops.
in daytime. The system would be introduced via
The outcome of the workshops have been:
certification and would employ intelligent logistics
• A typed protocol of the posters was handed out to
systems, which would also include return freight.
the participants within two weeks of the
The capacity use would be high; and
workshop, including photos from the workshop.
• City logistics as an integrated part of urban ecology.
The protocol forms the collective platform for
Transport would be developed as an integrated part
further group work, strategies, scenario building,
of visions of green and compact cities. This
discussion, etc. At the same time it can be used by
development would be based on a profound dialogue
the individual participant to memorise the context,
among different actors involved with transport:
the ideas and discussions;
business, shops and citizens. It would reduce the
• The research team analysed the results of the
conflicts around transport and develop many new
workshop by focusing on the utopias, their
ideas of sustainable city logistic solutions.
foundation in the criticisms and their influence on
The workshop produced many specific ideas, both
the scenarios and the future events/actions;
technological and organisational, and discussed a wide
• The participants can use the shared knowledge to
range of issues relating to a modern concept of city
produce new strategies in their daily routines after
logistics. The ideas produced in this intensive
the workshop; and
atmosphere represented accumulated knowledge
• The results can be used in concept development, in
relating to the concept of city logistics and a listing of
general analyses of the sector and in future research
initiatives to create future city logistics solutions. It is
and scenario building at the levels of business,
the participants in the workshop and their collective
industry, organisation and society.
knowledge and creativity that produced the ideas,
Results of the workshops
and they represent future concepts, which take future
external conditions into account to develop the concept
Workshop 1: Consensus production
of city logistics, though still seen from a business
The theme of this workshop was: Future City
perspective. In this sense, the workshop produces a
Logistics in Denmark 2007 – framework for developing
collective vision based on knowledge from the
a transport concept. The workshop was initiated in
community and business. This was also the case in
collaboration with a Danish transport company. The
Workshop 2.
company had experienced growing problems with the
Workshop 2. Business Strategy
distribution of freight in city centres in Denmark, and
were aware of future public demand for the regulation
The theme of this workshop was Future Rail
of transport in such areas in order to diminish
Transport 2008 – development of concepts. EU transport
potential conflicts concerning congestion, safety and
policy states that efforts to change freight transport
the environment. The participants in the workshop
from truck to rail have the highest priority; however,
thus represented a broad variety of stakeholders in
the empirical evidence shows the opposite
the sector.
development. In a collaborative project between the
Danish rail freight operator Railion Denmark, the
The problems around city logistics (distribution of
Danish Technological Institute and Roskilde
goods in the inner cities) were raised in the criticism
University it was decided to arrange a future
phase. They were all based on the reality of transport
workshop with the purpose of developing transport
problems in city centres and formulated in statements
concepts for rail freight transport. The participants
such as lack of planning, lack of transport cowere a mix of employees from different departments in
ordination, conflicts between citizens and those
Railion, Railion’s customers (actual and potential),
employed in transport companies (drivers and
the Ministry of Transport, public administration and
warehouse workers) and problems with the narrowing
research. At the workshop, Railion initially
of early morning time windows for distribution of goods
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summarised their current situation in a highly
workshop (FLEXIMODO). The third workshop was
competitive and turbulent market.
arranged with the purpose of developing scenarios
within freight transport. The scenario workshop
The criticism phase concentrated on four main
consists of two parts: Qualitative scenarios and a
problems concerning rail freight systems: the lack of
workshop.
focus on cost reduction, the lack of regularity and
stability in quality, the lack of co-operation and
Qualitative scenarios and their function can be
intermodality and the lack of standards for transport
described as follows:
quality.
‘Scenarios try to describe some hypothetical series
As in other workshops, the utopian visions take the
of occurrences. By using a relatively comprehensive
themes from the criticism phase into account in a
scenario, the analyst is able to get in touch with
creative way. Out of about 45 short utopian statements
occurrences and turning points demanding a critical
came utopian themes for 2030 like:
choice. Afterwards these turning points can be
examined more or less systematically. But the
• An ILU (Intermodal Loading Unit) would be
scenarios should not be used to ‘prove’ anything.
developed;
They are literary and educational aids rather than
• A homogeneous European transport rail network
tools for rigorous analysis. They should be used to
including intermodal transport systems would be
stimulate, illustrate and learn, they should
established;
provide us with precision and richness in
• Rail transport would be profitable and reliable;
communication and an opportunity to check details
and
(our translation)’ (Selstad, 1991).
• At least three European rail freight operators
The process of building scenarios begins with the
would compete on the market.
search for driving forces, the forces that influence the
These utopian visions focussed on a mix of external
outcome(s) of events:
frame conditions for transport and internal evolution of
‘Thus, in writing scenarios, we spin myths – old and
the rail business concepts – somewhat to the surprise of
new – that will be important in the future… These
the Railion participants, who had expected a
myths in scenarios help us come to grips with forces
discussion much more on present day-to-day problems.
and feelings that would not otherwise exist in
The result stresses that solutions in the transport sector
concrete form. They help us describe them, envision
under proper conditions can be developed on the basis
them, bring them to life – in a way that helps us
of shared knowledge between industry and external
make use of them.’ (Schwartz, 1999).
interests in transport, and that the visions produced at
The scenario workshop was run in accordance with
the workshop represent such collaborative solutions
the principles of the futures workshop as described
among the actors.
above, but with one exception. In this workshop, the
The future workshop supported a strategic business
researchers introduced some aspects of scenarios
process in Railion and the collaborative work between
focussing on regulation: deregulation vs. governmental
Roskilde University, consultancy and Railion has
regulation. This was done in the beginning of the
continued afterwards. From Railion’s perspective, the
realisation phase. The researchers also asked the
futures workshop placed the daily problems of the
utopia groups to draw timelines from the present
company in a long-term perspective, which was
towards the utopia, and describe events necessary to
evaluated as positive and inspiring. They were,
make the utopia a reality by the year 2030.
however, a little sceptical of how the workshop’s
The workshop was arranged as a one-day event for
wilder utopian ideas could be used in the practical
participants from the Danish transport sector:
world after the workshop. Another effect of the
business, research organisations and government.
workshop was that the collaboration during the
Originally, only a handful were invited, but interest in
workshop created new views and opinions about actors
the workshop grew and we ended up with 30
in Railion’s logistics chains. Before the workshop,
participants – an upper limit for a workshop.
Railion had expected that they would be confronted
The main criticism of the current situation
with prejudices about rail transport, but distrust was
concerning transport was condensed in the following
less than suspected and an open-minded orientation
themes. There is a lack of standards in the transport
toward rail transport was reflected throughout the
sector, there is a poor integration of IT, and innovation
workshop.
is low. Given the lack of knowledge, education, a good
Workshop 3. Scenario Production
image and innovation, it is a sector with little belief in
The theme of this workshop was: Future freight
other transport modes and with little belief in the
transport in Europe in 2030 – with focus on environment,
potential of other transport modes like rail, inland
economy and regulation. A further development of the
navigation, etc. A final criticism concerned the lack of
methodology of the future workshop is the scenario
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regulation relating to transport in city centres.
workshop showed a lack of focus on the driving
forces behind transport demand or mobility
This point of departure was the foundation for the
management. The focus on factors like logistics
utopias. Five groups discussing utopias for freight
decisions, production and distribution systems as
transport in Europe in the year 2030 were formed, and
generators of transport, regional development,
chose the following titles:
lifestyle and demography, did not play a large role
• For the benefit of all, the use of capacity would be
in the workshop. The focus was kept on the
optimally supported by ICT (Information and
transport sector and not on the driving forces behind
Communication Technology);
it.
• All transport costs would be internalised in prices;
The answers to the main questions were that it was
• Common external conditions would be set for all
possible through the workshop to establish inputs for
transport modes throughout Europe;
scenarios. The workshop generated a variety of
• A trans-European rail freight system would be
dimensions and dynamics to be used in future research
established; and
concerning transport. Given the short time limit of one
• City terminals for freight would be established in
day, the different variables in the scenarios were kept
all cities over 100.000 inhabitants.
to a more general level. From a scientific point of view,
In the realisation phase, the workshop asked the
the material from the workshop needed more detailed
participants in the utopia groups to draw timelines on
work to be used in scenario building. It could have been
events necessary to reach the utopia, events such as
fruitful if the participants had had the interest and
changes in markets, regulation, infrastructure
time to work out more detailed scenario dimensions and
investments, etc. The events should be marked on the
events on the timeline in order to make the visions
timeline. After the workshop a common picture of
more ‘socially robust’.
these events, across the utopia groups, could be drawn.
Evaluation of the workshops and their use in future
The events from the different groups were actually
studies.
quite similar, with a concentrated focus on:
In a field of research which, as yet, has little
• ICT system integration;
empirical input such as is the case with the freight
• road tax and EU-MAUT (the MAUT is a German
transport sector, and in a field of research with a high
levy on HGVs);
degree of different, often conflicting, actor interests)
• fair and efficient pricing;
events such as the scenario and future workshops
• EU standardisation of transport services; and
described can be fruitful tools. The following reasons
can be given to support this argument:
• EU systems of terminals, hubs and city terminals.
• The methodology is able to produce new knowledge
The five utopias and the corresponding events are
about the sector and requires far less demanding
closely related to the criticism phase, this means that
resources than other data producing methodologies
some of the most important problems in the freight
such as qualitative interviews. It can be evaluated
transport sector are intentionally solved through the
as a new knowledge production methodology in the
direction of the utopia and through the events. When
line of transdisciplinarity;
analysing the final result of the workshop we reached
the following conclusions:
• The methodology is able to produce visions of
business and policy strategies as well as provide
• Firstly, the regulatory instruments to support the
input to scenario building and event outcomes;
utopias are more convergent than divergent across
the different working groups although they worked
• The setting around the workshops creates ‘free
with different aspects of future transport. This
spaces’ across actors and science and is a fruitful
means that there are degrees of consensus among
example of the development of science towards
experts about the main problems in the transport
transgression across science and society;
sector and the instruments needed for finding the
• The workshops create processes of learning among
solutions;
the actors. They create common understandings of
• Secondly, even though market forces regulate the
the borderlines between consensus and conflicts but
utopias themselves, all paths towards the utopia
also common metaphors and languages for solving
include regulation aspects through establishing
problems in the future. Public freight transport (in
transport systems and infrastructure investments in
city logistics) is an example of such metaphors.
intermodal IT-driven transport systems, or through
• The workshops create free spaces of
price regulation of the transport market reflecting
‘communication’, where participants can feel free to
the real transport prices including all external
join the processes of creativity and are not bounded
costs;
by the restrictions normally induced by
• Thirdly, and against our expectations, the
relationships to political and power structures.
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accumulative contextual redesign, can foster debate
and produce knowledge of use to social science and
society.
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Abstract
In line with the results of two studies undertaken in
the
US (Spekman et al., 2002) and the UK (Bessant et
Logistics principles of management and technology
al.,
1999), a study of SCL was performed for the first
such as Supply Chain Management have brought about
time in Denmark. The study was based on eight inchanges in transport firms, and have had consequences
depth personal interviews with managers of logistics
for managers and employees. Supply Chain Learning is
in different parts of four supply chains. The interviews
a concept that tries to analyse these changes from a
focused on how the respondents consider the most
sociological and humanistic point of view. We asked
important prerequisites for learning processes to take
eight logistics managers in Denmark, representing four
place (Drewes Nielsen & Nygaard, 2002).
different chains, to evaluate the obstacles and driving
forces behind Supply Chain Learning.
Supply Chain Learning – a new concept
Keywords
Supply Chain Learning, Denmark, Logistics,
Organisational Sociology
Introduction and background
Transport firms have developed as an integrated
part of different logistics systems: supply and demand
chains. Changes in the logistics chain are thus of great
importance to the transport companies’ functions
organisations and employees. This paper aims to
provide a sociological analysis of changes in the
supply chains and to present a study of how processes
of learning may develop in selected supply chains.
We took our inspiration from the concept of Supply
Chain Learning (SCL) developed in the UK and US,
and placed it in a Danish context. SCL is a fairly new
concept within logistics. It originates from a mix of
Supply Chain Management (SCM) and Organisational
Learning. SCM has been in use since the beginning of
the 1980s, and focuses on expressing how advantageous
competitive positions can be attained through the
integration of purchase, production, sales and
distribution. Today, SCM is used both in relation to
management processes and the structural organisation
of enterprises (Harland, 1996; Arlbjørn, 2002).
The implementation of new management systems
places new demands on organisations at all relational
levels: relationships to employees, colleagues and
relationships to suppliers and customers. Here the
concept of learning comes into play. Where SCM has
its use in management and technical science, SCL is
rooted in organisational sociology. As such, it can add
dimensions of learning and knowledge to the
understanding of supply chains.

The concept of organisational learning has been
developed during the past 20 years. The broad
definition of the concept refers to the capacity of an
organisation to identify and examine problems, and to
find solutions (Argyrus, 1993). Learning processes are of
various types: individual learning, team learning,
cross-functional learning and so on. (Gifford &
Stalebrink, 2002; Dierkes et al., 2001).
Supply Chain Learning may be seen as a further
development of organisational learning applied to a
supply chain. SCL may be defined as the capability of
the actors of a supply chain (companies and
employees) to absorb and respond to changes (Bessant
et al., 1999).
The division of labour between enterprises has
increased, and so has the tendency to focus upon their
own key skills, along with the development of more
complex production systems. Individual enterprises
thus become part of a comprehensive system of
enterprises, which makes up the supply chain.
Interrelations and interdependcies are formed along
the chain and, at the same time, there is an increasing
need for the co-ordination of the design, production and
distribution of products (Lamming, 2001).
As mentioned, SCL is a recent phenomenon, and
research in this area has only just started. In the
following sections, we will briefly introduce two recent
empirical studies, which have been of particular
inspiration to us.
In 1999 Bessant et al. prepared a report for the
Department of Trade and Industry in the UK. The title
was ‘Using supply chains to transfer learning about
best practice’. The ministry commissioned the group of
researchers to undertake a survey of SCL in a number of
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value chains. The idea behind the study was to
of suppliers that were located outside Denmark. They
identify those process factors, which either enabled or
handled production, sales and distribution. At the
blocked SCL. In addition, the researchers were
other end of the scale was a very large haulage
commissioned to make suggestions as to which
contractor, which distributes products from several
initiatives should be taken by the authorities in order
hundred producers. All four enterprises produce for the
to push the development of SCL towards well
export market.
functioning supply chains throughout British trade.
Our point of departure for the interviews were the
Bessant’s review of international experience with
same variables that Spekman et al. (2002) employed.
SCL had identified SCL as a key area of emerging
Besides organisational and relational variables, we
international competitive advantage. At the same
also added the variable ‘time pressure’, since our own
time, international experience showed that SCL does
research has demonstrated that time pressure in
not occur automatically, and that there are many areas
supply chains makes specific demands on those
in which there is market failure, particularly with
processes where learning and skills are meant to be
respect to the role played by small and medium sized
developed (Drewes Nielsen, 2001). Thus, we ended up
enterprises. For this reason, a number of large firms
with the following list of variables:
play an important role in co-ordinating value chain
Relational variables along the chains:
effectiveness.
• integrative mechanisms (IT and partnership);
Spekman et al. (2002) studied the effect of
• shared knowledge and communications;
relational and organisational factors for the
• trust;
development of learning cultures and for the
• commitment; and
establishment of structural frames for learning in the
• time pressure.
United States. The point of departure for their study
Organisational variables inside the firms of the
was that the learning cultures and learning structures
chain:
represent core skills of modern enterprises.
Preconditions for the development of a learning culture
• win-win strategy;
and the establishment of learning structures are
• decision-making style;
comprised of the following variables: integrative
• shared culture; and
mechanisms, commitment, trust, communications,
• structural frames.
shared culture, decision-making style, and win-win
Nine cards, each having one of the variables on it
strategy.
were placed on the table in front of the interviewee
The results showed that the organisational
(the informant), who was then asked to select and to
determinants (decision-making style, win-win
prioritise those three variables which he or she
strategy, and shared culture) were the most significant
considered to be of major importance to the
preconditions for SCL, whereas the relational
development of learning processes of the supply chain.
determinants (trust, commitment, integrative
The interviewee had been informed about the
mechanisms, and communications) were of only minor
variables and the procedure in advance. Each
significance for the development of SCL. These studies
interview lasted for 1 hour, allowing 20 minutes for
have focused upon the effect of SCL upon the
each of the selected variables.
competitive capacity of the supply chain.
By this selection procedure and its focus, we
Aims and methods of study
intended to give the informants the possibility to
The aim of our study has been to:
reflect upon the selected variables, and consequently to
• analyse the concept of SCL based upon the actors’
develop differentiated answers with respect to the
experiences with learning;
variables’ enabling and/or blocking effect upon the
development of SCL.
• identify future strategies for optimising skills and
learning in supply chains; qne
Results
• contribute to the debate about the development of
For each of the informants the reflective interview
skills and learning in supply chains.
procedure resulted in both an approval and a more
Through personal interviews with logistics
critical appraisal of the three selected variables.
managers, the study identifies key factors for learning
Informants’ priorities
processes and the developing skills.
Priorities given to each of three selected dimensions
Eight chief logistics managers participated in the
by the informants are shown in Table 1.
study. They came from four Danish enterprises of quite
‘Shared knowledge and communications’ and
different size and structure. One was a small
‘integrative mechanisms’ were each selected by five
enterprise, where all production took place at a number
informants. Three informants gave first priority to
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Table 1. Informants’ priorities
Informant

1

2

3

4

5

OOO

OOO

OOO

OO

OO

OO

O

6

7

8

Variables
Shared knowledge and
communications
Integrative mechanisms
(e.g. IT and partnership)
Time pressure

OOO
OO

Shared culture/ structural
frames
Decision-making style
Trust

OO
O
OOO

OO

O

OOO

OO

O

O
O

O

OO

Commitment
Win-win strategy

OOO

OOO
O

OOO = 1st priority, OO = 2nd priority, O = 3rd priority

‘shared knowledge and communications’, and one
informant to ‘integrative mechanisms’. Four informants
selected ‘time pressure’, while the remaining
dimensions were selected by one to three informants.
The variables ‘shared culture’ and ‘structural frames’
were added into one category because the interviews
showed that they gave identical meaning to the
interviewees.
‘Shared knowledge and communications’
‘Shared knowledge and communications’ is
considered an enabling factor for SCL, when knowledge
about other parts of the chain is increased, when the
focus is upon the enterprise and not upon individuals,
when team-building and other social relations become
reinforced, when control of quality is decentralised,
when direct access to suppliers is allowed for, and
when overall transparency is increased.
‘Shared knowledge and communications’ may block
SCL because it is difficult to route and goal-direct
specific knowledge without loss of focus. Furthermore,
it may block SCL because individualised knowledge is
difficult to share in groups and may increase
vulnerability of open relations especially if
competition comes into play.
‘Shared knowledge and communications’ enables
SCL:
• when the basis is trust;
• when supported by IT and personal interaction;
• in the process of developing teams and networks;
and
• in the process of the decentralisation of core
functions.
‘Shared knowledge and communications’ block SCL:
• where continuous evaluation and documentation is

not present;
• if the goal is individualised performance which
might result in monopolised knowledge;
• due to time pressure; and
• due to the lack of focus of shared knowledge.
‘Integrative mechanisms’
For all informants ‘integrative mechanisms’ were
synonymous with IT (information technology). IT is
considered of utmost importance to SCL, and plays a
dominating role as integrating mechanisms: IT as an
integrator, IT as providing access to knowledge, IT as a
guarantor of shared knowledge, IT as a guarantor of
homogeneous knowledge to support decision making.
However, personal and social relations are important
preconditions for SCL along with IT.
IT may represent a barrier to SCL, primarily
because IT requires resources with respect to economy,
time and training. Integrating IT along a supply chain
may involve huge difficulties. Some informants point
to the fact that large volumes of information may
remove the focus from essential information. Others
call attention to the fact that it takes huge resources to
develop and adjust IT to the needs of individual
chains.
‘Integrative mechanisms’ enable SCL when IT
• is an integrator;
• gives access to knowledge;
• guarantees shared knowledge;
• creates homogeneous and common shared knowledge
for decision-making; and
• is based on personal and social relations between
chain actors.
‘Integrative mechanisms’ block SCL:
• When economic and temporal resources are scarce;
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• When training is insufficient;
development of shared cultures along supply chains is
much more difficult. Blocking factors for that were
• When integration along the chain is problematic;
inertness of attitudes and lack of shared goals.
• If the focus is blurred by large volumes of
SCL is enabled:
information; and
•
when internal training and communication is
• If the development and adjustment of IT is met by
formalised;
difficulties.
•
through initiation of shared project development;
‘Time’
and
‘Time’ may enable learning processes if it is
•
through development of daily work relationships.
sufficiently available for change and development
processes to be implemented, or if the enterprise is in a
SCL is blocked:
position to buy temporal resources from external
• by negative attitudes to change;
consultants to facilitate learning processes. For some
• when there is a lack of shared goals; and
individuals, time pressure may act as a driving force,
• with no learning in the organisation, there will be
whereas for the team, time pressure is generally not
no learning in the chain.
considered to have any positive effect.
Summary and perspectives
Lack of time – rushing from one task to the next
Four supply chains were studied in the interviews,
with no time for reflection – blocks learning processes,
each
having two logistics managers interviewed. They
development of social relationships, ongoing
were
all orientated towards the export market. Three
evaluation, experience-based and theoretical
of the chains had their manufacturing sites in
discussions, well founded decision-making, and
Denmark, two of which had established parallel
finally, the development of work routines.
production abroad, close to large markets. Some years
Supply chains of fresh products established their
ago, the fourth chain had moved all manufacturing
businesses upon the freshness and quality of products
abroad.
and precision of deliveries. Here time pressure is
The volatility of markets and demands for fast
transferred from one link to the next, and finally
adjustment of products and changeability accentuate
accumulates in the last link of the chain. It takes a
the need for highly competent employees with respect
cultural revolution for the members of the chain to see
to responsibility and decision-making. Three chains
each other as partners and not as competitors.
had undergone change periods of team building and
The informants potential also touched upon the
delegation of responsibility and decision-making. The
possibilities of influencing and contributing to solving
recruitment process for new employees is considered to
these conflicts. They stress the importance of
be of utmost importance.
organisational structure, influence and decisionThe analysis uncovers the skepticism held by the
making skills. One interviewee points directly to the
actors
who take part in the transformation process.
fact that a centralised structure for decision-making is
The
same
person may approve of, and be sceptical
an absolute prerequisite for optimisation of
towards, business transformations at the same time. It
effectiveness of the chain.
is expressed in the interviews as ambivalence towards
‘Enough time’ enables SCL when:
the transformation of the supply chains. In the IT• time is available – at the individual level and at
area, it was expressed as both advantageous and
the organisational level – for change and
disadvantageous at the same time.
development projects and
The informants gave the highest priority to
• there is access to external resources to facilitate
‘shared knowledge and communications’. Through
learning processes.
many examples they demonstrated, how ‘shared
‘Time pressure’ blocks SCL
knowledge and communications’ will take new
• inhibiting the development of social relationships;
directions in the future. To organise around projects, to
• inhibiting collection of experience and ongoing
co-operate in teams, and to co-operate in relationships
evaluation;
along the chain are expressions of an ongoing process in
which old authoritarian ways of knowledge sharing
• inhibiting improvement of work routines;
are substituted by new forms of shared knowledge and
• inhibiting good decisions; and
communications. Questions related to decision-making
• when it accumulates through the chain.
processes along the chain are also touched upon.
‘Shared culture/structural frames’ for learning
Second priority was given to ‘integrative
Several informants reported positive experiences
mechanisms’, which primarily was related to various
concerning shared learning cultures deriving from the
IT solutions. IT solutions have been implemented to a
level of enterprise organisation. They also argues that
various degree along the chains, but in all cases they
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play an important role with respect to the future
Conclusion
development of chain relationships and learning
Supply Chain Learning may take off from three
processes.
areas:
‘Time pressure’, mainly lack of time for the
• the organisation which focuses on internal
development of chain relationships is considered an
processes;
important and inhibiting factor for the development of
• arena for learning, installed through specific, often
SCL. Daily routines do not allow for absorption of, or
consultancy driven, development projects; and
reflection on, projects and processes. This is considered
• chain relationships, with a focus on collaborative
to be an immense drawback of the process.
development along the chain.
‘Shared culture and frames for learning’ was also
A large body of experience exists on the
considered to be an important priority. Some chains
development of learning in organisations, while only
have already organised projects and project groups, and
limited experience exists on the development of
thus learning processes at individual, organisational
specific arena for learning, as well as on the
and cross-functional levels have been initiated. But
development of learning in chain relations.
the initiation and the implementation of these
The strong focus upon the establishment of learning
processes seem to depend very much on individuals and
processes
and learning culture seems quite paradoxical
situations. Other interviewees find it very difficult to
for
the
type
of organisations which are constantly
introduce these processes into daily working life. This
suffering from lack of time, with no time for
may be due to lack of time, lack of economic and human
absorption, no time for reflection or theoretical
resources, or lack of a ‘shared culture for learning’.
thinking, and no time for the exchange of experience
Almost everyone emphasised the fact that social
along the chains.
relations in the chains have become much more
Our report and the debate, which followed, show
important in tandem with the new tendencies. One
that
the concept of SCL may be used to focus upon the
chain has worked comprehensively and
organisational and the human processes in the
systematically with this issue. Others have installed
development of supply chains. Specific statements
learning arena, and others depend upon personal
from the interviewees act as inspiration for other
relationships, which are developed, occasionally,
enterprises concerning change processes in supply
during leisure time.
chains, involving organisational and human factors.
Several examples demonstrate the need for social
From our point of view, SCL should be included as a
process facilitators linked to the development of
natural part of all development processes in supply
projects and co-operation. Often appointments are
chains. Moreover, we suggest that the sociological
made with external consultants.
approach, which we have used for this research, may
Remarkably, ‘trust’, ‘commitment’, and ‘win-win’
be the first contribution to these systems. We find that
which are concepts often used in SCM, were all given a
learning is a suitable concept for gaining systematic
low priority. However, ‘trust’ and ‘commitment’ were
knowledge and insight in the ways in which change in
considered to be decisive preconditions for the present
the supply chain affect the organisation and everyday
situation of well functioning teams and highly engaged
life of enterprises in the supply chain.
employees.
The four cases described an ongoing transformation
of manufacturing systems and chain organisations.
Several informants were active and highly engaged
participants in this transformation. Other informants
were sceptical about the transformation and trusted in
old values.
The development of SCL is dependent upon those
same factors, which determine the development of new
production systems within the chains. The chains are
undergoing transformations, in which relations are
described through terms like: shared knowledge,
communication, co-ordination, teams, etc. and a
constant demand for optimisation of co-operation along
the chain. At the same time, however, the chains are
subjected to traditional demands for effectiveness, such
as economy, earnings, quality control, prices, time and
certainty of delivery, etc.
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